A+X

An all-star project that will showcase an array of Marvel's top characters, including Wolverine, The Hulk, Captain
America and Cable. Get ready for action-packed stories featuring team-ups from your favorite Marvel heroes every
month!

ACOUSTIC GUITAR

Serves the practical needs of all acoustic guitar players, young and old, beginning & experienced, with musical
instruction, information, inspiration, advice, and a voice in the acoustic guitar community.

ACTION COMICS

Second in the weekly superman line of comics involving the man of steel's commitment to the never-ending battle
for truth, justice and the American way. Part of the Superman/Batman group.

ADDITUDE

The leading consumer & lifestyle magazine for people with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Each helpful
issue includes timely information from health experts on diagnosis & treatment options.

AHORA

Immerse intermediate learners in the language & culture of Spanish speaking countries. Nonfiction articles on
people, traditions, & trends in Spanish speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks. (Spanish
Level 2)

AIR CLASSICS

America's premiere magazine of aviation History.

ALASKA

Is a magazine about life on the last frontier. Discover the people, places & personality. Enjoy breath-taking
photography. See how pioneer grit, frontier independence, & Native American lifestyles have influenced today's
Alaska.

ALFRED
HITCHCOCK'S
MYSTERY

The ideal mix of spine-tingling mystery and suspense. Each issue offers at least seven new mystery short stories
plus one "Mystery Classic" - an outstanding tale from the genre's past.

ALL ABOUT BEER

America's oldest and best beer magazine dedicated to the world of beer culture. No other beer magazine offers the
very best in beer features, reviews, news, and home brewing.

ALL-NEW X-MEN

It's a blast from the past as the original five students of Professor X - Cyclops, Marvel Girl, Iceman, Angel and Best
- are plucked from the past and brought to the present. But what they find is far from the future they dreamed of.

ALLONS-Y

Immerse beginners in the language & culture of French speaking countries. Nonfiction articles on people,
traditions, & trends in French speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks. (French Level 1)

ALLURE

Allure is the beauty expert. It's the only magazine devoted to beauty, with insider tips and secrets from the pros.
Includes the special Best of Beauty issue.

AMAZING AND
UNUSUAL USA

Amazing and Unusual USA gives you a thrill packed look at the weirdest, silliest, tackiest and most amazing things
in the country. Profiles hundreds of fascinating sights.

AMAZING PLACES TO
GO IN NORTH
AMERICA

There are hundreds of must-see beauties in North America, & this book is an introduction to some of the best.
From the Golden Gate Bridge to Everglades National Park, including every state & Canada & Mexico.

AMAZING SPIDER
MAN

The adventures of Marvel's most popular character, your friendly neighborhood webs linger. (was Amazing
Spoderman)

AMAZING SPIDERMAN-THE

Story text with look-and-find illustrations on every page.

AMERICAN ANGLER

Is packed with feature articles that give you the facts & practical tips you need for successful fly fishing. We bring
you in-depth information on affordable places to fish right here in the U.S.A.

AMERICAN
CHEERLEADER

The magazine devoted to teens with a passion to cheer! Learn try out, fitness and nutrition tips for being your best.

AMERICAN COWBOY

Captures the spirit of the American West! Each issue you'll enjoy western living, ranching, rodeos, music, art and
more!

AMERICAN INDIAN
ART MAGAZINE

Profusely illustrated articles about all aspects of American Indian art.

AMERICAN JOURNAL
OF NURSING

A peer reviewed journal for the experienced and professional registered nurse. Covers nursing practice, trends and
issues.

AMERICAN
PATCHWORK AND
QUILTIN

Projects for all levels of quilters. Full poster pullouts of patterns.

AMERICAN PHOTO

All about creative photography.

AMERICAN
PROSPECT

An electric mix of cutting edge thinking on everything from politics to the economy, sociology to the environment,
business & labor to entertainment and culture.

AMERICAN SALON

A publication serving professional hairdressers and beauty salon owners.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
BOARD JOURNAL

Chronicles change, interprets issues, & offers readers practical advice on a broad range of topics pertinent to
school governance & management, policy making, student achievement, & the art of school leadership.

AMERICAN
SNOWMOBILER

The leading snowmobile magazine includes everything you need, to have an awesome snow season. Every issue
includes honest reviews of new sleds and accessories, performance tips, how-to articles, travel destinations and
much more!

AMERICAN
SPECTATOR

It is an influential journal of public opinion. Features investigative reporting, book reviews, and informed analysis of
current political affairs.

AMERICAN SURVIVAL An informative source for both the active outdoor enthusiast, who regularly enjoys hunting, camping, fishing or
GUIDE
participates in other outdoor activities, and for the novice adventurer looking to expand their outdoor knowledge.
ANALOG SCIENCE
FICTION AND FACT

Provides an unbeatable combination of stimulating fiction stories, provocative editorials, and fascinating sciencefact articles, all solidly rooted in science fact.

ANIMAL WELLNESS

North America's top natural health & lifestyle magazine for dogs & cats. This educational & highly respected bimonthly publication provides consumers with everything they need to know from foods, products, veterinary advice
& much more.

ANTIQUE TRADER
WEEKLY

Whether you have a modest assortment of jewelry or an outlandishly expensive furniture collection. Every issue
brings you timely auction coverage, compelling features, behind-the-scenes auction results & columns by collecting
experts.

APPLESEEDS

Younger readers' imaginations soar with Appleseeds as they explore the history & cultures of people & places both
far away & near. Each issue features puzzles, games, recipes, & to submit their own stories. Grades 3-5.

APPROVED EASY &
FUN VARIETY
PUZZLES

The fun & relaxing puzzles in this Penny Press magazine will provide hours of pleasure for your whole family.
Perfect for a family-fun night! Full size, four 130 page issues & two 178 page jumbo issues each year.

APPROVED VARIETY
PUZZLES

Double your fun! Enjoy dozens of Penny Press variety puzzles such as Crostics, Frameworks, logic problems,
Quotefalls, & Word Seeks, plus themed & variety crosswords. Full size. Four 130-page issues & 2-Jumbo, 178
page issues per year.

AQUAMAN

Superstar writer Geoff Johns breathes new life into one of the DC Universe's most classic characters: the King of
the Seven Seas, Aquaman! Rated T (ages 12+)

ARCHAEOLOGY

Articles written by professionals and edited for the general reader.

ARCHITECTURAL
DIGEST

Architectural Digest takes you inside the world's most beautiful homes & private retreats.

ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD- PRINT
ONLY

Each issue provides a compelling editorial mix of design ideas & trends, building science business & professional
strategies, exploration of key issues, news products & computer-aided practice.

ARIZONA HIGHWAYS

Covers travel to and through Arizona and the Southwest.

ART & AUCTION

Covers the art market from antiques to contemporary art, monthly calendar of gallery exhibitions & auction sales
throughout the US and Europe.

ART JEWELRY

This magazine features new ideas and techniques to help you create one-of-a-kind jewelry pieces using wire,
metal, precious clay, stone, glass, polymer, and enamel! Projects for artists at all skill levels.

ARTHRITIS SELF
MANAGEMENT

Gives you the information you need to take charge of your arthritis & live a happier, healthier life. Articles provide
up-to-date news, facts & advice to help you make informed decisions about your health.

ARTHRITIS TODAY

Written for those who have arthritis and for others whose lives are touched by arthritis related diseases. It provides
a comprehensive, reliable source of information about its research, care and treatment.

ARTIST'S MAGAZINE

For the serious amateur artist. Includes feature articles written by artists for artists.

ARTNEWS

Reports on the art, personalities, issues, trends and events that shape the international art world. Predominantly
edited for art collectors, dealers, artists and museum directors.

ARTS & ACTIVITIES

Articles to help teachers at all grade levels, prepare daily classroom art projects for their classes.

ASIMOVS SCIENCE
FICTION

The most celebrated authors in the field of science fiction share their visions with stories that launch you into the
fantastic worlds of tomorrow.

ASK

Filled with lively, well-written articles, vivid graphics, activities, cartoons, & plenty of humor. Ask is science kids
demand to read! Grades 3-5.

ASK EN ESPANOL

Each themed issue invites readers to explore the world of science with intriguing articles, short pieces & exciting
science activities. Contains lively content & vivid graphics to encourage inquiry for kids who love science. Grades
3-5.

ASTONISHING X-MEN

Based at the Jean Grey School of Higher Learning, Wolverine's team not only teaches the next generation of
mutants, but also protects a world that hates and fears them.

ASTRONOMICAL
REVIEW

What's Happening Magazine features science and technology topics such as NASA, time travel, alternative energy
sources, space, and more. (was What's Happening)

ASTRONOMY

Targeting amateur astronomers for its readers, it contains columns on sky viewing, reader-submitted
astrophotographs, and articles on astronomy and astrophysics that are readable by nonscientists.

ATLANTA HOMES &
LIFESTYLES

Atlanta's premiere home and lifestyle magazine featuring interiors, gardens, food, wine, remodeling and travel.

ATTRACTING
Bird lovers will learn to attract new visitors by offering treats that songbirds like best, such as soft, easy-to-peck
SONGBIRDS TO YOUR foods that closely mimic caterpillars, their top food preference.
BACKYARD
ATV WORLD

Magazine delivers the latest news on ATV's and UTV's with the best tech articles, the newest aftermarket parts &
all the numerous parts & accessories. Focuses on racing, recreation, hunting, farming, & utility.

ATV-UTV ACTION

For three & four wheel enthusiasts. (was Three & Four Wheel Action)

AUTOMOBILE

This magazine has everything from road tests to road trips, from new vehicle reviews to vintage car collecting.

AVENGERS

At the dawn of the Heroic Age, the Avengers will assemble once again! The Avengers team like you've never seen
them before! New roster! New threats! Everyone's favorite super team presented in true blockbuster fashion!

AVENGERS ARENA

Arcade has booked one-way passes for 16 young heroes to an island known as Murder World. There's only one
item on the itinerary for this nightmarish getaway: Kill or be killed.

AVENGERS
ASSEMBLE

And there came a day, a day unlike any other, when earth's mightiest heroes found themselves united against a
common threat! On that day the Avengers were born, to fight the foes no single super hero could withstand!

AVENGING SPIDERMAN

Spider-Man as you've never seen him before, in the series that teams the wall-crawler up with some of the greatest
heroes in the Marvel Universe!

AVIATION WEEK &
The World's leading aviation & aerospace publication covering the cutting edge developments in technology,
SPACE TECHNOLOGY business & operations. Every issue provides authoritative information in key industry sectors: commercial, military
& space.
BABYBUG

Brightly illustrated stories & simple poems are perfect for parents & grandparents to read aloud, while the extraheavy pages, non-toxic ink, rounded corners, & staple-free binding make it safe for little ones. Ages 6 mo to 3
years.

BABYBUG EN
ESPANOL

The poetry & traditional Latin American songs remind parents & grandparents of their childhood years. A variety of
short stories & the !Exploremos! section teach young children important pre-school concepts. Ages 6 Mo -3 years.

BACK TO BASICS

We all have to start in the kitchen at some time and this is just the book to build your confidence. Back to Basics
uses every day ingredients in easy-to-follow, beautifully illustrated recipes which look wonderful and taste great!

BACKPACKER

For outdoor enthusiasts with special emphasis on backpacking, hiking, and camping.

BANKNOTE
REPORTER

Each issue contains news on market values, an up-to-date foreign exchange chart, a price guide, a world currency
section, historical features on paper money worldwide & hundreds of display & classified ads offering to buy, sell &
trade.

BASEBALL DIGEST

Bi-Monthly baseball publication including photos, features and statistics.

BASSMASTER WITH
MEMBERSHIP

Is the official magazine of BASS, a worldwide membership of more than 1/2 million bass anglers. Its purpose is to
educate, inform and entertain while promoting and enhancing the sport of bass fishing. Filled with tips and
techniques.

BATGIRL

After a brutal attack by the Joker left her paralyzed for years, Barbara Gordon suddenly & mysteriously regains the
use of her legs & returns to the role she left behind: the high flying heroine Batgirl! Rated T (ages 12+)

BATMAN

Comic- part of DC comics group

BATMAN AND ROBIN

Based on the animated television series and features the adventures of the dynamic duo. Plagued by criminals, the
streets of Gotham require more protection than ever, and this is just the team to get the job done.

BEAD & BUTTON

Offers a variety of beautiful jewelry projects for every skill level.

BEADSTYLE

Bead Style features 18+ jewelry projects in today?s hottest styles and colors. Each design includes simple
instructions and step-by-step photos for making great necklaces, bracelets, and earrings. And the projects are fun
and fast.

BEADWORK

Beadwork is sure to inspire you with its captivating original designs & techniques ranging from seed bead on & off
loom weaving, wirework, to bead embroidery, stringing, wirework, mixed media & more.

BECKETT BASEBALL

Includes the hefty price guide from the former Baseball Plus. Comprehensive pricing from the 1960's to present.
Vintage pricing from early 1900's. More card photos than ever before. Includes a comprehensive baseball card Hot
List.

BECKETT
BASKETBALL

Bigger, expanded price guide and card photos. Features comprehensive pricing from the 1970's to present.
Vintage pricing from the 1940's. Lots of card photos in the price guide. Basketball card specific editorial and
features.

BECKETT FOOTBALL

The enhanced price guide features listings formerly found in Football Plus. Features comprehensive pricing from
the 70's to present. Card photos in price guide. Vintage pricing form the 1940's. Football card related features &
columns.

BECKETT HOCKEY

The only magazine devoted to hockey card collecting. Features comprehensive pricing from the 1950's to present.
Vintage pricing from the early 1900's. More card photos than ever in the price guide section Hockey card related
editorial.

BECKETT SPORTS
CARD MONTHLY

We have combined the best of our Baseball, Basketball, Football & Hockey monthly sport titles into this monster
publication & have packed it with all the information you need to stay informed & ahead of the latest trend in card
collecting.

BEST CHOICES FROM This is an essential reference that empowers readers to make intelligent, informed choices from among the array of
THE PEOPLES
treatment options - home remedies, herbal and nutritional supplements, and prescription and over-the-counter
PHARMACY
drugs.
BETTER
HOMES/GARDEN

Great magazine full of ideas in building, outdoor living, interior designs crafts, education, health, pets and travel.

BETTY CROCKER
BISQUICK
COOKBOOK

Great-tasting, homemade meals are easier and more versatile than ever now, thanks to Betty Crocker Ultimate
Bisquick Cookbook - the first cookbook that really makes the MOST of a Bisquick mix.

BETTY CROCKER MIX Fresh-from-the-oven desserts make any occasion extra special. Start with your favorite Betty Crocker mix, add a
IT UP DESSERTS
few simple ingredients, and you have a fabulous dessert that looks and tastes terrific.
BIBLE STORIES FOR
CHILDREN

Bible stories for children tells the most commonly known stories in concise, easily understood language. It is a
great tool to help children become interested in the Bible.

BIBLICAL
ARCHAEOLOGY
REVIEW

Study of the archaeology of the bible. Latest archaeological finds, news on dig opportunities, book reviews,
editorials, etc.

BICYCLING

Articles about fitness, training, nutrition, touring, racing, equipment, clothing, maintenance, new technology,
industry developments, and other topics of interest to committed bicycle riders.

BIRDS & BLOOMS

America's #1 bird & garden magazine brings beautiful yards, gardens & wild birds into your living room with fullcolor photos, reader-shared stories. You'll love the practical gardening advice, tips & fun family projects.

BLACK BELT
MAGAZINE

Black Belt is the essential component of every martial artist's continuing education for beginners & experts alike.

BLACK ENTERPRISE

A leading personal finance magazine for African American professionals, entrepreneurs and corporate executives.

BLACKMEN

A comprehensive lifestyle magazine which offers its readers provocative photography of beautiful women and
focuses on lifestyle issues such as finance, health and fitness.

BLADE

The most comprehensive monthly source of news and features on knives and their makers. There is no other
single source where you can tap into the collective craftsmanship and skill of the artists, editors and readers of
Blade.

BLUE RIDGE
COUNTRY

Full color magazine dedicated to the beauty, history and recreation opportunities of the Blue Ridge mountains in
Virginia.

BMX PLUS

BMX plus is devoted to the sport of bicycle, motorcross, and free styling.

BOATING

For the informed powerboat and power-oriented yachting enthusiast- saltwater or freshwater-who owns a boat or is
about to buy one.

BOATING WORLD

The magazine to help readers select equipment, maintain & enjoy their boats. It embodies the passion of its
readers, active boaters who enjoy family boating, fishing, cruising, waterskiing & anything else related to passing
time on a boat.

BON APPETIT

Bon Appetit celebrates the world of great food and the pleasure of sharing it with others. Every issue invites
readers into a hand-on experience, engaging them in all aspects of the epicurean lifestyle - cooking, dining, travel,
etc...

BONJOUR

Immerse intermediate learners in the language & culture of French-speaking countries. Nonfiction articles on
people, traditions, & trends in French speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks. (French Level
2)

BOW & ARROW
HUNTING

For the serious bow hunter, focusing on woods and big game hunting. Each issue provides up-to-date coverage of
new products, technical articles, and hunting features.

BOWHUNT AMERICA

Bowhunt America is today's leading tactics and equipment oriented bowhunting magazine. It provides the active &
interested bowhunter straight forward answers to bowhunting questions.

BOWHUNTING
WORLD

Contains technical information, bow hunting, target shooting, features, and interviews with personalities.

BOYS' LIFE

Boys' Life magazine entertains and educates America's youth through a fun mix of news, nature, sports, history,
fiction, science, comics and Scouting: to open their eyes to the world of reading. (7-14 yrs)

BOYS' QUEST

Presents wholesome, traditional values for boys 6 to 12 in stories and things to do.

BREW YOUR OWN

The first monthly consumer magazine in the home-brew and craft beer industry. The editorial emphasis is to
provide practical hands-on tips and techniques to brew great tasting beer.

BRIDAL GUIDE

Bridal Guide is a magazine for the contemporary bride-to-be, focusing on current trends in fashion, beauty, home
design and honeymoon travel.

BRIDE'S

For the first or second time bride and family.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
HANDBOOK

Directory of companies for individuals interested in starting their own business. Has over 2500 money making
ideas. Lists franchisers, distributors, mail order companies and dealerships.

BUSINESS WEEK

A weekly magazine which delivers the business information you need. Surprising & timely perspectives on the
most important issues of today & unique stores you won't find anywhere else.

CA VA

Immerse intermediate & Advanced learners in the language & culture of French-speaking countries. Nonfiction
articles on people, traditions, & trends in French speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks.
(French Lvl 3)

CABIN LIFE

The award-winning magazine for cabin, cottage and lake home owners and dreamers.

CABLE AND X-FROCE

Cable is back! He has a new X-Force consisting of Colossue, Forge, Domino and Dr Nemesis, and they are all
caught red-handed at the scene of a terrorist attack on a major American corp whose CEO has expressed antimutant views.

CAKES & PIES

No one can resist the smell of a freshly baked pie. Cakes and Pies include an incredible selection of the most
tempting and exquisite cakes and delicate pies. Indulge your family with a specially prepared treat tonight.

CALLIOPE

Each issue is an adventure that brings children face to face with history makers in places & cultures from around
the world & throughout time. Young readers explore the provocative issues that shaped our world. Grades 5-9.

CANOE & KAYAK

Encompasses all aspects of paddle sports, canoe and kayak camping, cooking, apparel, fishing, new product and
service reviews.

CAPTAIN AMERICA

Comic book- The Adventures of a Star-Spangled Avenger.

CAR AND DRIVER

For upscale car enthusiasts, it examines automobiles and automotive topics, giving roughly equal attention to
domestic and imported products. 80% coverage is pure car. High-tech road test also included.

CAR CRAFT

Edited for the drag racing and high performance automobile enthusiast. Features performance tests of domestic
cars, drag racing coverage, personality profiles and how-to's on auto maintenance.

CARDMAKER

Contains complete, step-by-step instructions, full-color photos and all the tips you need to add a warm, personal
touch to your cards for all of life's occasions.

CARS & PARTS

A must for all Corvette enthusiasts! Each issue includes: full-color features presenting restored, late model, & new
corvettes, illustrated step-by-step restoration articles, tech tips, events, show & swap meet coverage.

CATHOLIC DIGEST

A trusted source of hope & inspiration; heartwarming human-interest stories that celebrate faith; Catholic heritage
& traditions to practice & pass on.

CATWOMAN

Selina Kyle lives on the edge, stalking the streets & rooftops of Gotham city, constantly on the prowl for the next
big score. But between fending off upset marks & outrunning the police the 9 lives might just be running out! Rated
T (16+)

CBS WATCH!
MAGAZINE

The official magazine of CBS that provides readers with a window into glamour and celebrity through their favorite
stars. Packed with interviews, fashion spreads, and celebrity vacation features.

CESAR'S WAY

Television's The Dog Whisperer, Cesar Millan's new lifestyle magazine for people and families with dogs.

CHARISMA

Edited for the contemporary Christians. Editorials include: Teaching articles, which help readers apply bible
teachings to everyday experiences.

CHEF & MED
EXPRESS PACKAGE

The popular Chef Express & Med Express titles are now available as an annual subscription. With the Chef
Express collection you?ll enjoy delicious home-style family recipes, great party ideas & quick healthy solutions for
everyday meals.

CHERI

Offers readers a well-balanced package of single girl pictorials, girl/girl layouts, couples, threesomes, gang bangs
& orgies. Our behind the scenes of international dance pageants & big-budget porn films.

CHEVY HIGH
PERFORMANCE

Covers performance and restoration of classic Chevrolet automobiles.

CHEZ NOUS

Immerse your advanced learners in the language & culture of French speaking countries. Nonfiction articles on
people, traditions, & trends in French speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks. (French Level
4)

CHICAGO-IL IN MI WI

For Chicago area residents actively concerned about Chicago's quality of life, articles on community, deals with
issues, events, and personalities.

CHICAGO-OUTSIDE IL For Chicago area residents actively concerned about Chicago's quality of life. The magazine includes articles on
IN MI WI
the community, issues, events, and personalities.
CHILDREN'S ANIMAL
ENCYCLOPDIA

The Children's Animal Encyclopedia is a comprehensive introduction to the amazing world of animals. Read about
their homes, their daily lives, & their babies, & find out what you can do to help them survive.

CHILDREN'S
DICTIONARY

Every entry has been carefully chosen to help children develop their English language skills & vocabulary. Learning
how to spell & pronounce new words, finding out what new words mean, improving your understanding of grammar
& more.

CHILDREN'S
DINOSAUR
ENCYCLOPEDIA

A clear & comprehensive guide to the creatures that walked on Earth millions of years ago. It is full of fascinating
facts & intriguing information. Discover the answers to questions such as: which was the biggest dinosaur? & much
more.

CHOCOLATE DREAMS There are times in our lives when only chocolate will satisfy. From the Ultimate Chocolate Sundae to a blissful
chocolate torte, Chocolate Dreams will find the recipe just right for you.
CHOICES

Each issue covers everything from personal hygeine to the hearing loss epidemic in teenagers. Includes ideas that
will get even the laziest teen off the couch. (Grade 7-12)

CHRISTIAN CENTURY

An ecumenical journal of opinion and news with a broad approach to topics of religion, culture and world affairs

CHRISTIAN
RETAILING

Keeps readers up to date on new products such as books, videos, gift church items, & more. Published mainly for
Christian retailers to keep them abreast of the latest in quality products for Christian consumers.

CHRONICLE OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

News and trends, legislation, meetings, seminars, workshops, classified employment advertising for higher
education administrators, faculty members, researchers & scholars.

CHRONICLE OF
PHILANTHROPY

A biweekly newspaper that covers the nonprofit world. Based in Washington, DC, it is the top news source for
charity leaders, foundation executives, fund raisers, and other people involved in philanthropy

CICADA

The literary magazine for teenagers who apprciate terrific writing. No other magazine confronts the joys &
absurdities of growing up like Cicada. Exceptional stories & poems written by adult writers & teens. Grades 9-12.

CIRCLE TRACK

Edited for American oval-track racers, fans and enthusiasts. Articles range from homebuilt sportsman to the exotic,
state of the art INDY cars.

CLASSIC DINING

Whether relaxed or formal, fine dining never goes out of style. From tempting appetizers and starters to delicious
main courses and sumptuous desserts, these beautifully illustrated recipes will please every taste for every
occasion.

CLASSIC TOY TRAINS Contains pictures and features the displays of world-class collections a true hobbyist magazine of toy trains.

CLASSIC TRAINS

Take a ride through railroading's golden past when giant steam engines ruled the rails. Covers the 1930's through
the 60's with remarkable photography, detailed reporting, and first-hand accounts from people who worked for the
railroad.

CLASSIC TRUCKS

For core market currently working on or considering the restoration of a vintage pickup. Features technical upgrading and how-to features for the do-it-yourselfer presented with detailed photos.

CLEVELAND

An independent city magazine, edited for those in the Cleveland metropolitan area. Articles deal with contemporary
urban politics, problems, art and personalities.

CLICK

Each issue is a journey of discovery about the world around them, one exciting topic at a time, sparking a lifelong
love of reading & learning about nature, the sciences, & the arts. Grades 1-2.

CLIMBING

Covers the sport of climbing in all its forms. Contains practical information on destinations, equipment, training and
techniques. Also includes compelling first-hand accounts, profiles of climbers and great photography.

CLINICAL DIABETES

To provide primary care providers and all clinicians involved in the care of people with diabetes with information on
advances and state-of-the-art care for people with diabetes.

CLUB

Club is always first when it comes to bringing you the sexiest women in the hottest XXX action! From the biggest
porn stars to the brand new babes, the interviews and raw reports and reviews.

CLUB CONFIDENTIAL

Girls next door, sexy college cuties, housewives, you'll find them all at the best amateur sex star magazine around!
Is the expert when it comes to bringing you the raw action from brand new hotties & neighbors.

CLUB
INTERNATIONAL

Sharp, sassy & sexy. Club International is your top choice for gorgeous girls from around the globe! Stuffed with
news, reviews and interviews. It's XXX from A to Z!

COBBLESTONE

Tells America's story through a unique mix of captivating articles, lively graphics, historical photographs, primary
sources, & maps. Each themed-issue examines historical events in detail making them exciting. Grades 5-9.

COCKTAIL PARTY

Cocktail parties with appetizing finger foods and a variety of alcoholic and non-alcoholic cocktails can make any
occasion a sophisticated, elegant affair. Go ahead and plan that party!

COIN VALUES

null

COIN WORLD

The top weekly newsletter dealing with the hobby of coin collecting, dedicated to the serious collector. Timely
updates on market & pricing trends, informative essays & profiles about fellow collectors & helpful buying &
collecting tips.

COIN WORLD
MONTHLY

The source for U.S. and international hobby news, coverage, reports on new issues, trends, precious metals, plus
the how's and why's of collecting.

COINAGE

Edited for the interest levels of coin collectors old and new. Articles emphasize the human stories and history
behind the coins rather than straight reporting.

COINS MAGAZINE

Since its inception, in 1955, Coins magazine has been a hobby leader in providing collectors with important and
timely information key to making wise decisions on what to collect and how to collect.

COLLECTIBLE
AUTOMOBILE

Brings the wide world of automotive history to life in six colorful, high quality issues a year. Emphasis on Americanbuilt vehicles from the 1930's to today.

COLUMBIA
Critical analysis of performance of print and broadcast news media.
JOURNALISM REVIEW
COMBAT HANDGUNS

Combat Handguns provides the newest equipment, shooting techniques &essential information for selfdefense/personal protection in each & every issue.

COMMONWEAL

Journal of opinion published by catholic laypeople. A review of public affairs, religion, literature and the arts.

COMPUTER
GRAPHICS WORLD

The leading magazine devoted to the broad spectrum of computer graphics technology.

CONDE NAST
TRAVELER

Travel & lifestyle magazine with a sense of style & quality. Offers a special view of the world with info maps, candid
advice & observations with secrets of being a traveler instead of a tourist.

CONGRESSIONAL
DIGEST

Congressional Digest provides background info, select testimony and debate from committees and floor action in
both houses of congress, in a unique pro & con format.

COOKBOOK DIGEST

Contains excerpts from cookbooks covering recipes, photos, and text on such subjects as seasonal foods,
entertaining, new cooking equipment use, regional American and foreign cuisines.

COOKING FOR KIDS

A collection of thousands of recipes that have been handpicked by the editors of the Favorite Brand Name Recipes
series. There are more than 85 recipes for tasty breakfasts, silly snacks, delicious dinners, sweet treats & party
favors.

COOKING FOR ONE

Eating alone is no longer an excuse for skipping the pleasure of a home cooked meal. Cooking for One offers a
variety of surprisingly easy-to-do, deliciously fresh, nutritional recipes that can make dining alone a pleasure.

COSMOPOLITAN

Edited for young women, single or married, and concerns self-improvement, careers, clothes, beauty, travel,
entertainment and the arts with information for expanding life's possibilities.

COSMOPOLITAN EN
ESPANOL

Tailored for young Latin women who successfully balance their professional and personal lives. Strong emphasis is
placed on beauty, fashion and looking sensational.

COTTAGES &
BUNGALOWS

For the owner and enthusiast of small historic homes. Features detailed restoration articles, cottage gardens,
historic floor plans, retro-chic accessories and advice from preservation experts. (Published 10 iss/yr)

COUNTRY

Celebrate the people, places & stories that make country life so special. Discover America through first-hand
reader visits with country folks, color photos, reviews of country inns, country-fresh recipes & time-saving tips &
shortcuts.

COUNTRY GARDENS

Garden-inspired decorating & crafts, garden antiques & collectables, gardens & festivals to visit, herbal cures &
comforts, environmental news & building plans.

COUNTRY LIVING

Edited for today's families who appreciate the warmth and tradition of American home and family life.

COUNTRY WOMAN

The favorite life-style magazine of country-loving women for 40 years is filled with delicious country recipes,
affordable decorating ideas, easy to make crafts, green thumb advice for your gardens & wholesome humor.

CRAFT IDEAS

Craft 'n Things brings its readers fresh and modern craft projects for home, garden and beyond. Every issue
includes a variety of projects such as beading, jewelry and paper crafts. (was Crafts 'N Things)

CRAVING COOKIES

Nothing compares to the freshly baked aroma and taste of homemade biscuits and cookies. These new recipes are
easy to follow and provide a wide array of choices in flavor and texture to satisfy even the most discriminating
tastes.

CREATIVE
CASSEROLES

Satisfy your hungry family with this collection of delicious, hearty casseroles featuring meat, chicken, seafood and
vegetable dishes which are not only simple to prepare but can be served directly from the pot.

CREATIVE CHICKEN

Chicken is ideal for those times when a substantial meal is required but time is short so this book is filled with
wonderful ideas to provide quick, creative meals just right for families or impromptu entertaining.

CREATIVE KNITTING

Knitting world contains 25-30 patterns each issue, book reviews, regular columns and feature articles. (Previously
Knitting Digest)

CRICKET

Acclaimed for its high-quality fiction, nonfiction, poetry, & brilliant illustrations, it delivers intelligent, imaginative
content that encourages readers to develop their own, unique creativity. Grades 4-8.

CROCHET WORLD

For all those with crochet in their hearts. Each issue is bursting with thrilling crochet delights. Over 100 crochet
patterns per year.

CROCHET!

Contains classic crochet accents your home should not be without. (Previously Crochet Home & Holiday).

CRUISE TRAVEL

The exciting and romantic world of cruise ship vacations. Features include ship of the month, port of the month,
etc. Other coverage helps readers with planning, dress codes, shore excursions and shopping.

CRUISING WORLD

Cruising World is the leading magazine among cruising sailors for over 30 years. In every issue, you get how-to
articles, underway cruising adventures, and useful information that will improve your sailing skills and safety on the
water.

CURRENT HISTORY

Devoted to special area studies or special topics of interest to America. Invaluable tool for reference & research,
which updates expensive & outdated hardcover reference works.

CUT THE CUTTER
AND STOW THE
STUFF

In this book you will be taken through a process in which you start by evaluating your clutter style, simply take the
test in the front of the book to understand the way you clutter. Then use the Q.U.I.C.K. system to uncluttered your
life.

CYCLE WORLD

Editorial blend of information and entertainment about motorcycles and the various types of riding. Street, dirt, and
dual-purpose machines are included in Cycle World's coverage.

DANCE MAGAZINE

Dance Magazine is the MUST READ magazine for aspiring & professional dancers. On top of the dance world for
over 80 years, it's the only magazine that covers all disciplines of dance from ballet, to Broadway, tap and hip-hop.

DANCE SPIRIT

Dance Spirit offers fun practical tips, excellent advice on performance and techniques for the new generation of
dancers.

DANCE TEACHER

The only magazine devoted to dance teachers, studio owners and higher instructors. Every issue is filled with
teaching techniques and new ideas for growing you business.

DAREDEVIL

Blinded in a childhood accident, Matt Murdock now uses his heightened senses to fight crime in Hell's kitchen as
the Man without Fear!

DAS RAD

Immerse beginners in the language & culture of German speaking countries. Nonfiction articles on people,
traditions, & trends in German speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks. (German Level 1)

DEADPOOL

Wade Wilson, the Merc with a Mouth, in his own monthly series!

DECORATING
DIG.CRAFT/HOME

Each issue is filled with easy to follow instructions & patterns for every kind of needlework, including cross-stitch,
needlepoint, quilting & crochet to kids' stuff, home decor, gifts & more.

DEER & DEER
HUNTING

The nation's Number 1 whitetail hunting magazine is loaded with behavior, biology and hunting strategies
guaranteed to make you a better deer hunter. Stand placement, broadhead selection, rub line secrets, effective
use of scents and more.

DELL CROSSWORDS
SPECIAL

Match wits with the best constructors as you solve the dazzling array of 50 crosswords. Also includes many other
puzzle favorites; Crypto quizzes, Figgerits, Anacrostics, Solicrosses, Cross Sums and Cryptograms.

DELL HOROSCOPE

Perfect for beginners and accomplished astrologers alike. Includes sun-sign advice, astrology basics and yearly,
monthly and daily guidance.

DELL OFFICIAL
VARIETY PUZZLE

A wide variety of fun-to-solve and educational puzzles. The source of entertainment for word lovers and quick
puzzle minds.

DELL OFFICIAL WORD Fantastic solving fun! 107 puzzles on different subjects. Includes Angle search, Full House, Jackpot, and Cinema
SEARCH PUZZLES
Classics, Film Favorites, or Modern Movies in every issue. Digest size, 130 pages.
DELL ORIGINAL
SUDOKU

The puzzle sensations that's sweeping the nation! You'll find over 180 puzzles at four difficulty levels; easy,
medium, hard and challenger - a real treat!

DELL'S BEST EASY
FAST 'N' FUN
CROSSWORDS

A huge variety of easy to medium-difficulty puzzles. Each issue packs in 100 crosswords that are perfect for
beginner solvers or those looking for a break from harder puzzles. (formerly Easy Fast 'n' fun Crosswords)

DETAILS - FASHION

Details introduces the styles, trends, & breaks the stories that keep you ahead of the crowd. Plus, the latest in
fashion music, movies, clebrites, gadgets, & style.

DETECTIVE COMICS

Batman tales, where he has trained himself to be the world's greatest detective, using his skills to fight crime. Part
of the Superman/Batman group.

DIABETES

Diabetes publishes original research about the physiology and pathophysiology of diabetes.

DIABETES CARE

A journal for the health care practitioner that is intended to increase knowledge, stimulate research, and promote
better management of people with diabetes.

DIABETES COMFORT
FOOD COOKBOOK

Your days of depriving yourself because you have diabetes are over! From now on, with The Diabetes Comfort
Food Cookbook by your side, the most delicious food you've EVER tasted will help you control your blood sugar
and FIGHT diabetes!

DIABETES D-TOUR
COOKBOOK

The Diabetes DTOUR Diet Cookbook presents 200 brand-new recipes featuring the all-important Fat-Fighting 4.
There are DTOUR dishes guaranteed to please every palate-from hearty comfort foods to desserts.

DIABETES D-TOUR
DIET

DTOUR is tailored to the unique weight-loss needs of those with high blood sugar. Whether you have pre diabetes
or diabetes - or you want to avoid them - this plan can help you succeed.

DIABETES FORECAST Lifestyle magazine for people with diabetes with comprehensive, timely accurate info on treatment, management
and self care. Includes tips on nutrition, recipes and exercise.
DIABETES SELF
MANAGEMENT

Now including Diabetic Cooking with 40 delicious & easy-to-prepare recipes in every issue, provides practical
information that focuses on nutrition & diet, exercise & fitness, & strategies to help you take control of your
diabetes.

DIABETES SPECTRUM To assist health care professionals in the development of strategies to individualize treatment and diabetes selfmanagement education for improved quality of life and diabetes control.
DIABETIC DELIGHTS

Diabetic Delights offers great-tasting, nutritious recipes to help people with diabetes manage their daily meal plans.
These beautifully illustrated and delicious recipes will delight everyone's taste buds-whether diabetic or not.

DIABETIC LIVING

Diabetic Living lets you take control to celebrating a healthy lifestyle. Every issue of Diabetic Living is like getting
an entire cookbook (50+ recipes per issue!), exercise handbook and health guide all rolled into one.

DIESEL POWER

This publication shows owners what's on the market to improve their trucks' engine, transmission, and driveline.
Diesel Power also shows prospective new truck buyers the newest light trucks with diesel engines & catalogs their
performance.

DIESEL WORLD

Covers everything related to diesel propulsion, including 4x4s, tow rigs, over-the-road trucks and recreational
vehicles using diesel power. Each issue reviews the latest performance techniques, power upgrades, fuels and
combustion systems.

DIG

Brings readers right into working laboratories & museums to learn about cutting-edge conservation techniques.
Interviwes with onsite archaeologists give children a well rounded view what archaeology is really about. Grades 59.

DIGITAL PHOTO

Digital Photo is the top digital photography magazine. Get the latest news, equipment reviews and previews,
photography tips and more.

DIRT BIKE

Edited for the off road motorcycle enthusiast, with emphasis on tests of new machines, plus technical articles,
product comparisons and evaluations.

DIRT RIDER

The largest off-Road motorcycle magazine delivering high quality, informative & entertaining coverage of all forms
of off-road motorcycle recreation.

DIRT SPORTS OFF
ROAD

Devoted to coverage of the sport of off-roading featuring four-wheel drive, pick-ups, vans and trail bikes; illustrated
trips with maps; how and when to go; major off-road race sports and more.

DIRT WHEELS

Presents the picture of the fast growing three-and four-wheel off-road world. Coverage of races, detailed technical
articles, expert product evaluation and new model testing.

DISCOVER

Provides its readers with immediate access to startling developments in science, technology & medicine with a
renewed emphasis on how those breakthroughs affect their world. The world is evolving faster than ever.

DISCOVERY GIRLS,
INC.

Ages 8+. Discovery Girls makes the transition from little girl to teenager a whole lot easier by showing girls that
they're not the only ones with so many questions, doubts and confusing feelings.

DISNEY JUNIOR

Each issue is filled with activities, coloring pages, fun games & cutouts all centered around the charcters featured
on the Disney Junior Channel. For ages 3-5.

DISNEY PHINEAS &
FERB

Is based on the popular Disney Channel Series that follows the antics of two kindhearted suburban stepbrothers &
their annoying sister. Each issue is jam packed with stories, puzzles, games, quizzes, cutouts & a poster. Children
6 to 12

DISNEY PRINCESS

Join Cinderella, Belle, & all the other beloved princesses in this delightful fairy tale magazine that is full of magical
stories, challenging activities, coloring pages & fun games. For girls 3 to 6.

DOG FANCY

Your complete guide to help you better understand, care for and enjoy your dog. Every issue includes top canine
healthcare information, grooming tips, expert training techniques, and in-depth breed profiles.

DOLL COLLECTOR

Covers the vast doll market for all doll lovers. Features include how to collect, where to buy, restoring your dolls
and display ideas. Bi-monthly. (was contemporary Doll Collector)

DOWN BEAT

Edited for student, amateur, and professional musicians and educators seriously involved in contemporary music
(jazz, rock, blues, electronics, etc.)

DR OZ THE GOOD
LIFE

Whether you want to cook easy, healthy meals, lose five pounds, sleep eight hours, or simply squeeze more fun
out of every day, Dr. Oz, The Good Life offers trusted advice & motivation to help you achieve your goals!

DR OZ YOU BEING
BEAUTIFUL

YOU Being Beautiful is a personal guide and lifestyle action plan that gives you the tools to change your life. This
exclusive edition is packed with tips, tricks, and techniques that have worked wonders for many readers.

DRAG RACER

Provides the serious high-performance enthusiast with comprehensive auto features, behind-the-scenes news,
racer & tech information, plus coverage of all major racing series, bracket action & street-legal competitions.

DRAG RACING
ACTION

Each issue features award-winning photography highlighting stories written by the most respected photojournalists
in motorsports, along with in-depth feature stories on the sport's leading superstars.

DRESSAGE TODAY

Devoted to one of America's most popular equestrian disciplines-the sport and art of dressage. Features the
world's most respected trainers, riders and judges.

DRUG MUGGERS

Drug Muggers helps you understand how prescription and over-the-counter drugs impact your daily life. It reveals
why you may be feeling so poor and how to enhance your well-being with affordable nutrients that are sold over the
counter.

DYNAMATH

Each issue features over 40 motivating practice problems that challenge students to apply the math skills they
need to know. The magazine also helps you meet Common Core Standards with standards-correlated lesson
plans. (3-6 Grade)

EATING WELL

Eating Well magazine provides you with recipes and resources for making healthier meals. It also provides tips on
changing your diet to cut out unhealthy food and live a better, healthier and more fit life.

EBONY

Ebony is the No. 1 source for an authoritative on the African-American community. You will find our best thinkers,
trendsetters, hottest celebrities & the next generation's leader on the pages of Ebony.

ECONOMIST- PRINT
ONLY

Economist is distinguished from other publications by its international perspective & breadth of coverage. It offers
in-depth analysis & informed commentary on political, business & technological affairs, books & arts, science &
culture.

EDIBLE BROOKLYN

From kombucha to rooftop gardens, this magazine chronicles the culinary creativity coming out of Brooklyn.

EDIBLE EAST END

Read about the farming, fishing, winemaking and complete locavore experience at the eastern end of Long Island.

EDIBLE MANHATTAN

Whether you hang in Koreatown or Central Park, your guide to eating local at the center of the universe.

EDITOR & PUBLISHER America's oldest journal covering all aspects of the newspaper industry, including business, newsroom,
advertising, circulation, marketing, technology, online and syndicates.
EDUCATION DIGEST

Contains the most outstanding articles which have appeared in the field of education in magazines, yearbooks,
commission reports, and other sources. These articles are the most significant for educators.

EL SOL

Immerse intermediate & advanced learners in the language & culture of Spanish speaking countries. Nonfiction
articles on people, traditions, & trends in Spanish speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks.
(Spnsh Lvl 3)

ELLE

Dedicated to readers with sophistication. Covers beauty, design, cuisine and personalities.

ELLE DECOR

This magazine is edited to provide an international design showcase of home products and more. It combines sites
and objects with useful information that encourages readers to use their own creativity.

ELLERY QUEEN'S
MYSTERY
MAGAGZINE

Top notch stories written by the world's leading crime and mystery writers, including Lawrence Block, Jeffery
Deaver, Margaret Maron, Val McDermid, Anne Perry, Ian Rankin, Ruth Rendell, and Peter Robinson.

ENR-ENGINEERING
NEWS RECORD

Covers construction cost & trends, estimating, financing, labor & marterial prices, analyses of contractors' unit
prices, news of significant projects in the planning & bid stage, contracts, low bids & jobs abroad.

ENTREPRENEUR

Tips on how to start your own business along with new ideas for established businesses.

EQUINE WELLNESS

Each issue highlights the products & services that help give horses a longer & better quality of life. Empower
yourself with leading edge information on integrative health, natural diet, supplements, natural therapies & much
more.

EQUUS

Is edited for those interested in a better understanding of horses and horsemanship. Topics include injury/disease
prevention and treatment, nutrition, grooming, equipment, shelter, breeding, stable management.

ESPN

The magazine for the NEXT generation of sports fan with emphasis on the personality, lifestyle, and off-the-field
activities of today's newsworthy, as well as up-and-coming, athletes.

ESQUIRE

This magazine is geared toward men and contains highlights on travel, food, arts, politics, and men's issues.

EUROPEAN CAR

Edited for the VW and Porsche enthusiast, with emphasis on trends, 'how to' articles, historical information and car
features.

EVERY DAY WITH
RACHAEL RAY

A magazine for smart entertaining, delicious food and spur of the moment travel.

FACES

Helps kids understand how people in other countries live. Each issue focuses on a different culture - from Vietnam
to Egypt to Haiti - including stories about daily life, folk tales, & engaging articles about history. Grades 5-9.

FAMILY CIRCLE

Addresses family issues of health, diet, nutrition, beauty and fitness, and social entertaining. Includes articles on
women's issues and helpful "how-to" tips.

FAMILY FUN

A magazine for parents with children ages three to twelve. Is an idea book for all the exciting things families can do
together. An essential information source offering creative activities, party plans, family travel, & learning projects.

FAMILY HANDYMAN

Do it yourself better, faster, and less expensively with the handy home improvement tips you'll find in the family
handyman. Every issue includes dozens of helpful hints that will save you time and money.

FAMILY TREE
MAGAZINE

We'll help you discover, preserve and celebrate your family history.

FANTASTIC FOUR

Reed Richards! Ben Grimm! Sue Richard! Johnny Storm! Together they braved the unknown terror of outer space
and were changed into something more than human! (was Fantastic Force)

FANTASY & SCIENCE
FICTION

Contains stories of fiction, interviews with science fiction writers, background on the development of the science
fiction field.

FARM & RANCH
LIVING

Shares the pleasures of life on the farm with reader-written features & 100+ full color photos. Enjoy first-hand
accounts with month-long dairies, vintage snapshots & old old farming tales!

FASHIZBLACK
MAGAZINE

A fashion, beauty & culture magazine dedicated to the Black community. It is a cross media platform led by a
flagship product: a fashion & lifestyle magazine; high end by its form, mainstream by its contents.

FAST COMPANY

Fast company magazine is the how-to magazine that keeps managers abreast of emerging business trends and
ideas. Fast Company magazine sets the idea agenda for the future of business.

FAVORITE BRAND
NAME INGREDIENT
COOKBOOK

Four books in one. 3, 4, 5 & 6 Ingredient recipes. It features more than 275 recipes for irresistible appetizers,
family-pleasing main dishes, super-simple sides & decadent desserts, all perfect for today's busy lifestyle.

FAVORITE EASY
CROSSWORDS

So much fun, you won't want to stop solving! Over a hundred lively crosswords, including a handful of variety
crosswords. Digest size, 162 pages.

FF

NEW SERIES! We have seen the future and it will be fantastic! In the absence of the Fantastic Four, a substitute
Four, hand-picked by the real deal--Ant Man, Medusa, She-Hulk and Miss Thing--stand ready to guard the Earth.

FIELD & STREAM

Everything you want to know about the great outdoors. Includes guns, dogs, hunting and fishing.

FIGHTERS ONLY

The authority on MMA coverage mixing world class sports journalism with cutting edge, modern page design. It
also offers the very best possible service to the biggest companies & brands within the sport.

FINALLY LEGAL

"The magazine of teen sexual awakening," featuring young girls' emerging sexuality. Watch as they explore, for the
very first time, posing nude for the camera, & experimenting sexually with other young girls as well as with men.

FINE COOKING

A magazine for people who love to cook, is unique we're always 100% cooking - even our ads. We bring you
nothing but the best in-depth cooking information available.

FINE GARDENING

Covers fundamentals & practical design ideas, as well as how to care for specific plants, build garden structures,
handle trouble spots in the garden & keep a healthy lawn. Written by first hand gardeners.

FINE HOMEBUILDING

Magazine about building & rebuilding houses written by some of today's best carpenters, masons, architects &
cabinetmakers. They show how they do their work.

FINE WOODWORKING Ideas & discoveries of today's best woodworkers-- master craftsmen, serious amateurs & talented professionals.
Detailed articles on joinery, turning, carver, veneering, finishing, machine & hand tools.
FINESCALE MODELER Whether you build aircraft, armor, ships, cars, or figures, FineScale Modeler provides the how-to information you
need to take your modeling to the next level.
FIRST LOOK & FIND:
DISNEY POOH &
FRIENDS

This Look & Find for toddlers will keep their interest while they complete simple search & match activities. No
reading is required, & additional learning ideas are included for parent participation.

FIRST LOOK & FIND:
DISNEY PRINCESS

Follows the Disney princesses through seven vividly drawn scenes from classic Disney tales. Each scene suggests
six or seven "find 'em" items for the child to seek out.

FIRST LOOK & FIND:
SESAME STREET

Sesame Street Elmo & Friends allows your child to join Sesame Street's Elmo, Bert, Ernie, Big Bird, Grover, The
Count, Cookie Monster, & Zoe on an adventure-filled journey down Sesame Street.

FIRST PRAYERS

This new anthology of beautifully illustrated children's prayers brings together many traditional favorites with new
contemporary writing to provide children of all ages with prayers for all occasions.

FIT PREGNANCY

Health information and exercises for pregnant women and post-partum.

FITNESS

Edited for women concerned about a balanced approach to health care and fitness.

FLASH

Having bathed in lightening-charged chemicals as a young teenager, Wally West found his metabolism accelerated
1000 times. For ages 12-24

FLEA MARKET DECOR Redecorate your home with Flea Market Decor Magazine. You will get here flea market finds, collectibles or
inspiration stories and tips from home expert.
FLEX

Flex examines the various facets of both men's and women's bodybuilding featuring workout routines and
nutritional discoveries, plus back stage at bodybuilding events.

FLORIDA SPORT
FISHING

The latest tips, tricks tactics and techniques keep anglers hooked up, all complimented by informative illustrations
and an award winning design. Florida Sport Fishing - The Journal for the Avid Angler is written by fishermen for
fishermen.

FLORIDA TREND-FL
ONLY

Each issue includes: Top Rank Florida, Economic Yearbook, Top 250 Public Companies, and much more!.
Contains articles on the issues & trends affecting Florida's business & economy.

FLORIDA TRENDOUTSIDE FL

Each issue includes: Top Rank Florida, Economic Yearbook, Top 250 Public Companies, and much more!.
Contains articles on the issues & trends affecting Florida's business & economy.

FLY TYER

Is packed with how-to articles on new & useful tactics & techniques along with step-by-step photographs & precise
instructions on tying new & innovative patterns. Complete, accurate instructions from the best fisherman & writers.

FLYING

For pilots and aircraft owners active in the field of general aviation news, semi-technical and feature articles include
evaluation reports on single-engine, multi-engine, turboprop, etc......

FOOD NETWORK
MAGAZINE

The Food Network magazine embraces the diversity of cooking styles and cuisines and examines the role food
plays in how we cook, shop, entertain, eat and live. Find recipes from your favorite Food Network chefs in each
issue.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Publication on foreign policy and international affairs for government and business leaders, researchers, students,
and concerned citizens.

FOUR WHEEL & OFF
ROAD

Includes tire tests, off road racing, truck pulls, mud bogs and other forms of four-wheel drive competition coverage.
Has how to's on high performance to routine maintenance. Petersen's

FOUR WHEELER

America's best 4x4 magazine. Contains new model previews, road tests, restoration how to's, replacement parts
and expert advice on everything from tune-ups to makeovers.

FOX MAGAZINE

FOX is the home of the world's porn stars. The gonzo porn industry's magazine of choice features XXXclusive onthe-set movie coverage, the latest hardcore reviews & sizzling spreads and probing interviews with the newest hot
stars!

FRANCHISE
HANDBOOK

Directory of franchising companies, articles and tips.

FREESKIER

From parties to powder, hot tricks to hot girls, Freeskier is the definitive voice of today's skiing lifestyle.

FRESH APPETIZERS

Here is a complete selection of delectable appetizers which are simple to make. Go ahead and plan that party!
These stylish recipes can be prepared well in advance to give you time to enjoy the company of your guests.

FRESHLY INKED

Showcases tattoo artists from around the world. They feature all kinds of tattoo artists with different abilities &
styles, tattoo shops, & tattoo conventions.

FUN FOR KIDZ

A supplement to Hopscotch and Boys' Quest magazines, Fun for Kidz is published bimonthly and is geared toward
boys and girls 6 to 12 years old. It is an action-based, activity magazine with a wholesome philosophy.

FUR FISH GAME

Edited for amateur and professional outdoorsmen. Each issue contains a department on guns, fishing, trapping,
conservation, dogs and camping.

GALLERY MAGAZINE

Show cases the most beautiful girls on the planet. Features & interviews with today's biggest mainstream stars &
headline grabbers.

GAMBIT

When Marvel's premiere thief sets his sights on his biggest score yet, he may just end up over his head. It's going
to take more than just playing cards and southern charm to get out of this one!

GAMES WORLD OF
PUZZLES

The magazine for creative minds at play. Contains word and visual puzzles, quizzes and contests. (Name changed
to Games World of Puzzles)

GARDEN & GUN

A celebration of Southern lifestyle at its best. The great outdoors, food, style, history and travel. Garden & Gun
offers a unique and special view of the South.

GARDEN RAILWAYS

Covers all aspects of outdoor model railroading as practiced anywhere in the world. In addition to articles on
building, detailing and operating large scale trains, the magazine also covers designing and building garden
railroads.

GL - GIRLS' LIFE

Contains articles about the things that matter the most to females ages 8 to 14. Girls' Life offers advice about
friends and families, invites its young readers to find pen pals, and explores popular culture.

GLAMOUR

Each issue of Glamour is filled with advice to keep you happy, healthy & beautiful. Get all your fashion & beauty
questions answered, plus our hilarious Dos and Don'ts & the real deal on guys, sex & relationships.

GLOBE MAGAZINE

Contains non-fiction human interest stories, contemporary in nature and stories concerning showbiz and other
celebrities.

GOLDMINE

The world's largest marketplace for collectible records, tapes, CDs and memorabilia. Each issue of Goldmine is
packed with news, interviews, discographies, histories, current reviews, classified ads, trends and a handy show
calendar.

GOLF DIGEST

A must for the serious golfer, this magazine contains tips from the pros, golf travel, fashion, tournament and TV golf
guides, schedules, and results.

GOLFWEEK

Golf week strives to be the most comprehensive, authentic and authoritive voice in golf, delivering news and
information about competition, business and the golf lifestyle.

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

Edited primarily for homemakers. Interests: food, fashion, beauty, decorating, household appliances, needlecrafts,
home maintenance, diet health, current affairs.

GOOD OLD DAYS

Reaches out to Nostalgia lovers with Authentic photos, cartoons, feature articles, stories and poems.

GOOD TIME
CROSSWORDS

Whatever your solving mood, this magazine is sure to please! Enjoy dozens of crosswords from easy to hard,
including variety crosswords & Movies & Television puzzles. Digest size, 4 issues at 160 pages & 6 issues at 130
pages.

GOOD TIME VARIETY
PUZZLES

Bigger than ever! Now get more relaxing variety puzzles in each issue. Full size, 130 pages.

GQ

In depth information on fashion, grooming, fitness, food & liquor, travel, automobiles, finance, home technology,
entertainment. Concerns and interests of today's active urban man.

GRANDMA'S
COOKING

The tempting aromas of home baked breads and cookies, freshly made homemade jams or healthy nourishing
soups are sure to bring smiles to your family. Recreate those wonderful times by learning how to prepare those
wonderful recipes.

GRAYS SPORTING
JOURNAL

Is devoted to fly fishing, bird hunting & our annual expeditions & Guide books. Every issue boasts unsurpassed
sporting literature alongside original art & complelling photo journals from the finest wildlife photographers in the
world.

GRAYSON

A thrilling new chapter of Dick Grayson's life begins in this new, ongoing series. It's a super-spy thriller that will
shock you and prove one thing: You might think you know Nightwing, but you don't know Dick.

GREAT CAKES, PIES,
COOKIES AND
MUFFINS

Now it's easy to make any day a little sweeter with scrumptious cakes, pies, cookies, muffins, and more! Whether
you're a beginning baker or a pastry pro, you'll reach for this collection over and over.

GREEN ARROW

Witness the power of the BRIGHTEST DAY as death comes to Green Arrow's forest. Is the Emerald Archer worthy
of living in the sacred grove? Who else is in there? Will he be Green Arrow's assassin or savior? The mysteries
continue!

GREEN LANTERN

Kyle Rayner, a freelance New York City artist, now weilds the Green Lantern power ring. The Green Lantern power
ring makes Kyle Rayner one of the most powerful heroes on Earth.

GREEN LANTERN
CORPS

Green Lantern Guy Gardner is assigned - against his will - to a feudal world of shadows and sudden death. And
across the galaxy, new Lanterns discover what it truly means to wear the Corps insignia as their courage is tested
to the limit.

GUN DIGEST

The national bi-weekly source for firearms news, pricing and guns for sale. Our in-depth editorial, exclusive price
guide and new product features, brings valuable information to our high profile subscribers. (prev. Gun List)

GUN W ORLD

Covers the world of firearms. Each issue features columns by popular firearms writers, product reviews, articles on
hunting & outdoor use, as well as popular tactical armaments & accessories.

GUNS

Edited for gun enthusiasts, hunters, hobbyists and collectors. Articles on hunting, shooting, military weapons and
gun collection, gun legislation, accessories, introduces new firearms & equipment.

GUNS AND WEAPONS Magazine is designed to address the interests of the more than 600,000 active-duty law enforcement officers, as
FOR LAW
well as civilian gun enthusiasts.
ENFORCEMENT
GUNS OF THE OLD
WEST

Guns of the Old West is for the tens of thousands of Americans involved in our fastest growing shooting sport,
Cowboy Action Shooting, the Old West is as alive today as it ever was, & especially so in any number of
competition shooting.

HARPERS BAZAAR

Edited for the success-oriented woman. Features emphasize fashion, beauty, health, diet, travel and entertaining.
Also includes profiles interviews and articles.

HAWKEYE

The breakout star of the blockbuster Avengers film and self-made hero Hawkeye fights for justice! With ex-Young
Avenger Kate Bishop by his side, he's out to prove himself as one of Earth's Mightiest Heroes!

HE-MAN AND THE
MASTERS OF THE
UNIVERSE

He-Man and the Masters of the Universe returns to comics in all new ongoing series! Rated T (ages 12+)

HEALTHY FAMILY
RECIPES

You love your family and care about their health so we have selected a number of great tasting, easy-to-prepare,
nutritional dishes using the freshest of ingredients for you to cook and be enjoyed by your family tonight.

HEALTHY HEART
RECIPES

Healthy Heart Recipes includes a new selection of delicious recipe ideas designed to help you maintain a healthy
heart. Enjoy the benefits of a healthy lifestyle without losing the pleasure of a wonderful meal!

HEMMINGS CLASSIC
CAR

Hemmings Classic Car magazine is the definitive source for classic American auto enthusiasts. Find classified ads,
events calendars and features on a variety of cars for sale in each issue of Hemmings Classic Car magazine.

HEMMINGS MOTOR
NEWS

World's largest marketplace for antique, classic and special-interest autos.

HEMMINGS MUSCLE
MACHINES

Hemmings Muscle Machines magazine is the definitive resource for muscle car enthusiasts. Find classified ads,
auction events calendars and features on all-American performance cars in each issue of Hemmings Muscle
Machines magazine.

HEMMINGS SPORTS & Hemmings Sports & Exotic Car magazine is the definitive source for sports and exotic car collectors. Find feature
EXOTIC CAR
articles on cars for sale, classified ads and auction events calendars in each issue of Hemmings Sports & Exotic
Car magazine.
HERBS & SPICES

For thousands of years people have added herbs and spices to season their daily cuisine. Now you too, can unlock
those ancient secrets to add variety and spice to your everyday cooking. Make your meals burst with flavor!

HGTV

HGTV Magazine gives you insider secrets from your favorite HGTV stars. Get decorating ideas for your home,
design tips, and real estate advice every month.

HIGH SOCIETY

The Magazine where sex and celebrities come together, exposes the most shocking celebrity sex pics from
Hollywood & around the world, in addition to each month providing ultimate action.

HOBBY FARMS

A must-have magazine for rural enthusiasts. Hobby farms embraces the growing segment of the population that is
returning to farm life in search of a more meaningful existence. Hobby Farms is ideal for everyone.

HOLIDAY COOKING

This festive collection contains everything you need to celebrate holidays with stylish food prepared and served
with the minimum of fuss. On offer are fabulous tried and true recipes for wonderful dinners, lunches or brunches.

HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER

Professional news & reviews of all phases of entertainment, theatrical communications field from Hollywood,
London, New York and Rome.

HOME BAKING

Warm, tender muffins, fragrant loaves, crisp, fresh cookies, nothing beats the taste of home-baked cakes, scones
and breads. Baking has never been simpler or more fun than with this selection of quick and easy cakes and
bakes.

HOME BUSINESS
MAGAZINE

The definitive source for the home business market. Contains superb editorial content that captures readers with
complete directories of home-based businesses, the internet, & work-from-home success stories.

HOOP

The official lifestyle publication of the NBA. Hoop goes far beyond the normal news & profiles by furnishing mature,
thought-provoking articles & the kind of behind-the-scenes coverage that only an NBA leagued licensed publication
can bring

HOPSCOTCH FOR
GIRLS

For girls ages 6-12, containing activities and articles about pets, nature, sports, crafts and careers.

HORN BOOK GUIDE

Contains concise critical reviews of virtually every hardcover trade children's & young adult book published in the
US. Fiction titles are organized by age level. Nonfiction titles are organized by subject category. Extensive indexes.

HORN BOOK
MAGAZINE

Contains articles and essays about children's and young adult books & reading, book reviews, and interviews with
children's book authors and illustrators.

HOROSCOPE GUIDE

Deals with astrological signs, charts, and the stars. Previously American Astrology.

HORSE & RIDER

Edited for the competitive owner, breeder, and trainer. Special topics include nutrition, grooming, equine
reproduction, tack and riding aids. Training for Western Rider Competition.

HORSE ILLUSTRATED Horse Illustrated serves hands-on horse owners by promoting the best in horse care, riding, and training. It's the
premier monthly source of all-breed, all discipline equine information - including expert English & western training
advice.
HORTICULTURE

Edited to instruct, inform and inspire serious home gardeners. It addresses a wide variety of subjects such as
garden design, landscaping, soil nutrition & new plants.

HOT BIKE

Focuses on the Harley-Davidson experience. Readers get the latest tips & techniques to turn their bikes into
customized dream machines.

HOT BIKE BAGGERS

Covers the hottest custom creations, current-model road tests, in-depth technical installations, theory articles,
national rallies & touring stories.

HOT ROD DELUXE

The magazine that brings you nothing but traditional hot rodding. In every issue, HOT ROD DELUXE delivers
vintage photography from the Hot Rod magazine archives that you just can't get anywhere else, ever.

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

Addresses the issues of developing the quality of life in the two-career American home. Provides information on
furnishings, design decoration, antiques and new products.

HOW

The only graphic design magazine that covers creativity, technology, and business issues for designers.

HUMPTY DUMPTY

Encourage early readers to develop skills with fun stories, hands-on activities, recipes, crafts and more! (Ages 5-7)

HYPE HAIR

America's favorite black hair care magazine. Includes the latest styles and trends.

I LOVE CATS

Cats are our companions. Keep up with the latest information on healthcare, feeding, breeding, adoption &
products for these furry friends. Share stories & photos & find great gift ideas for you, , a fellow cat lover or your cat
or cats.

ID IDEAS &
DISCOVERIES

ID is a revolutionary science magazine: a perfect balance of science, nature, psychology, history, and current
events.

IGUANA

Encourages Spanish language retention & Latino cultural preservation with short stories, biographies & interviews
with prominent Latino personalities, puzzles, craft projects, kid-friendly recipes, science articles, humor & more.

INC MAGAZINE

For executives who run small to mid-size companies. Covers & analyzes news pertinent to smaller company
management, including trends, economic forecasts and legislation that affect them.

INDESTRUCTIBLE
HULK

Doc Bruce banner belted by gamma rays, becomes a mean, green, raging machine. (was Incredible Hulk)

INKED

Inked is the magazine of pop culture and music for people who enjoy tattoo art and design.

INSTRUCTOR K - 8

Edited for teachers, curriculum coordinators, principals and supervisors in grades 4-8, featuring a custom-made
genre study with its own pullout poster.

INTERIOR DESIGN

About the business of interior design. Contains valuable insights and inspirations on magaing the business, legal
issues, and trade practices of interior design.

INTERNATIONAL
FIGURE SKATING

The international newsmagazine for the sport of figure skating.

INTOUCH

Packed with all the star-studded news that readers crave, InTouch Weekly provides fun, informative coverage of
celebrity news, fashion, beauty, health, home, relationships & lifestyle.

IOWA OUTDOORS

Articles dealing with Iowa's outdoor recreation opportunities, fish, wildlife, parks and environmental issues.

IRON MAN

Tony Stark is the man behind the iron armor, dealing out justice every month. (was Iron Man Comics)

ISLANDS MAGAZINE

From Bora Bora to the Carribbean, Tahiti to Bali & beyond, Islands magazine is your passport to the world's most
extraordinary.

ITALIAN COOKING

More than just pizza and pasta, Italian Cooking introduces you to hearty soups and tasty seafood, meat and
vegetable dishes filled with the sun-drenched flavors, scents and colors of the Mediterranean.

J-14 MAGAZINE

J-14 magazine is the #1 entertainment magazine for teen girls seeking celebrity news articles & late breaking tellalls. It also includes style tips, fashion, beauty, quizzes, and gloss posters.

JACK & JILL

Engage young readers with entertaining stories, interesting kid profiles, challenging activities and more! (Ages 712)

JEWELERS CIRCULAR Edited for retail jewelers. It keeps readers up-to-date on the products they sell: diamonds, watches, tableware,
KEYSTONE
pearls and antique jewelry.
JEWELRY ARTIST

Each issue presents the latest in gem & jewelry trends, expert advice & a spotlight on one outstanding jewelry
artist. Projects feature clear, concise, illustrated directions & tips galore. (Lapidary Journal).

JOEY GREEN'S
The first book of pet care tips that tackles everyday pet illnesses, quirky behaviors, and animal smells and stains by
AMAZING PET CURES tapping into the power of brand-name products. This fun-to-read book makes a great gift for pet lovers.
JOEY GREEN'S
CLEANING MAGIC

Joey Green's easy and effortless tips and tricks show how to scrub, deodorize, shine, and remove stains with
products already in the house. He offers clever ways to make household items do double duty.

JOEY GREEN'S
KITCHEN MAGIC

Filled with time- and money-saving ideas, Joey Green's Kitchen Magic offers clever ways to make household items
do double duty, like using ReaLemon for revitalizing wilted asparagus and Oral-B Dental Floss for slicing layer
cake.

JP MAGAZINE

JP Magazine is the Hottest Magazine with coverage on the entire world of Jeep.

JRN RESEARCH IN
MATHMATICS ED

An official journal of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, is devoted to the interests of teachers of
mathematics and mathematics education at all levels-preschool through adult.

JUICY

Inside Juicy you'll be granted VIP access to your favorite celebrity's lifestyle plus exclusive hair tips & beauty
secrets from the top star stylists in the world. Juicy features tons of celebrity photos at red carpet premieres.

JUNIOR SCHOLASTIC

The current events & social studies magazine for your middle school classroom. Each issue features engaging
nonfiction about national & international news, U.S. & world history, debates, geography, & more. (Grades 6-8)

JUST CARDS!

Each volume is jam packed with over 300 unique greeting cards displayed in full color with detailed step-by-step
instructions. Features something for everyone crafter, from the beginner card maker to the seasoned stamper.

JUST EGGS

For a wonderfully quick meal that everyone will enjoy - choose one of these delicious recipes to whip up an
imaginative brunch, a superb souffle, an inspiring main meal or a tempting dessert.

JUST EIGHTEEN
MAGAZINE

All Hot! All Nude! All Young! One of America's hottest men's magazines. Just 18 is cover-to-cover photos & fiction
devoted to young women on the brink of their first sexual experience!

JUSTICE LEAGUE

When a force from beyond threatens the Earth, it's up to the heroes of the DC Universe to band together as the
greatest super-team the world has ever seen! Rated T (ages 12+)

JUSTICE LEAGUE
UNITED

Green Lantern! Green Arrow! Catwoman! Katana! Vibe! Hawkman! Stargirl! They aren't the worlds's greatest super
heroes, they're the most dangerous! From fan-favorite writer Geoff Johns. Rated T (Ages 12+)

KIKI MAGAZINE

Kiki is an award-winning fashion magazine & creativity journal for tween & early teen girls. Topics include clothing,
design, art, projects, international cultures, destinations, business & money. Helps readers develop selfconfidence.

KITCHEN HINTS
FROM HELOISE

From cooking delicious recipes the whole family will love to cleaning everything faster and better, Kitchen Hints
from Heloise is packed with ingenious, proven hints that will save you time and money.

KNIVES ILLUSTRATED Covers the world of knives. Each issue is filled with features on building custom-made knives, tips on buying
tactical knives and coverage of knife shows.
LADYBUG

Each issue offers a mix of enchanting stories at appropriate reading levels, with colorful illustrations that draw
children into the text. Ear-pleasing poems, lively songs, & a removable 4-page craft insert. Pre K to Grade 1.

LADYBUG EN
ESPANOL

Is perfect for young children learning Spanish. The enchanting stories allows children to read independently or
share stories aloud. Grades pre K - Grade 1.

LASAGNA
GARDENING

Turn in your tiller for a stack of old newspapers. Replace your shovel with a layer of grass clippings. Create lush,
easy-care gardens in practically any location without hours of backyard maintenance.

LATINA

Latina is the definitive fashion. beauty, and lifestyle magazine for Latin Women.

LET'S FIND OUT

Connect pictures with words & build reading success! High-interest themes & colorful images continue
development of pre-reading skills. Plus, students build knowledge of timely, grade-specific science & social studies
concepts. (Pre K-K)

LET'S FIND OUT
SPANISH

Designed especially for young ELL students, simple, repetitive text introduces your students to essential early
reading skills they'll need to read in Spanish and English. Written in Spanish (Pre K - K)

LIBRARY JOURNAL

A full-service magazine/working tool tailored to the information needs of librarians and managers in public,
academic and corporate libraries.

LIFE AND STYLE

Gives you updates on the latest trends and of the moment Hollywood news. Plus, with shopping tips, features on
the best porducts in stores, and diet and lifestyle advice to improve your life.

LIGHT & EASY
DESSERTS

Now there's no need to give up desserts when you are watching your weight! These mouth-watering new recipes
show you how easy it is to make spectacular-looking desserts that taste wonderful and cut back on the fat and
calories.

LINN'S STAMP NEWS

It carries up-to-date news, feature stories & regular columns on US & worldwide stamps. It also covers the stamp
collecting hobby in general, including news on local, national & international stamp clubs & exhibitions.

LOG HOME LIVING

The comprehensive authority for planning, building and living the log home dream.

LOGIC LOVER'S
LOGIC PROBLEMS

Sharpen y our deductive reasoning skills. Each issue is filled with more than 45 puzzles that will satisfy logic lovers
of all ages and keep inquisitive minds occupied for hours. Full size, 130 pages. (formerly Dell Logic puzzles)

LOGIC LOVER'S MATH Try your hand at dozens of math puzzles and logic problems, guaranteed to keep your brain active for hours. Enjoy
& LOGIC PROBLEMS
Figure Logics, Cross Sums, Number Place, Word Arithmetic and a whole lot more. (Dell Math puzzles & Logic
problems)
LOONEY TUNES

Looney Tunes comic book follows the adventures of classic Looney Tunes characters like Bugs Bunny, Yosemite
Sam and Daffy Duck. Looney Tunes comic book, from DC Comics, also includes activity pages for kids.

LOS ANGELES
MAGAZINE

A guide to getting the most out of life in the southern California area. Reports and comments on local problems and
pleasures, trends and provocative new ideas, emerging personalities and lifestyles.

LOSE THE WHEAT,
LOSE THE WEIGHT

Let William David, MD, a renowned cardiologist, help you eliminate wheat from your diet so you can shed pounds
and reclaim your health - for good!

LOW CALORIE
COOKING

This super, new cookbook is full of quick and easy recipes designed to keep your weight under control in the most
delicious way. Each recipe has been calorie counted and designed to give maximum flavor and satisfaction.

LOW CHOLESTEROL

Eating for a healthy heart never tasted so good! Show your family a healthier way of eating with these light,
appetizing and nutritious meals, low in fat and cholesterol.

LOW COST COOKING

Great tasting, delicious meals don't need to be costly! Turn to these easy-to-prepare, beautifully illustrated new
recipes for great ideas for cooking on a budget.

LOW FAT COOKING

Make the most of fresh ingredients to create tempting meals which are not only good for you but delicious too.
Learn how to reduce calories, fat and salt in your diet while increasing nutritional value and fiber.

LOWRIDER

Reflects interests & needs of enthusiasts of the fastest growing motor sport in the country. Comprised of depts,
shows, vehicle showcases & technical how-to's presented in full color. Cutting edge editorial & action packed
graphics.

M MAGAZINE

M celebrates everything that is popular in music, television and movies with colorful posters, fun quizzes,
interactive games and celebrity features that speak directly to the reader.

MAD

A short humor magazine. The magazine offers satire on all aspects of life and popular culture, politics,
entertainment, and public figures.

MADE IN EUROPEGERMAN

Wholesale prices for products from Europe.

MAILBOXPRESCHOOL

Every issue provides learning opportunities for preschool kids through song, poetry, games, stories, puppet plays,
craft projects, and other exercises. A teacher's magazine with fun ideas for instructing young minds. (3-4 year olds)

MARIE CLAIRE

Pertains to real women dealing with real life. Its beauty and fashion coverage will allow women to enhance their
lives, on their own terms, while offering inspiring options in fashion and beauty.

MARLIN

The only international bill fishing magazine that gives you updates on the world's hottest bill fishing destinations.
Contains reviews of the newest boats, fish-fighting techniques, latest equipment and much more.

MARTHA STEWART
LIVING

A lifestyle publication featuring information for people who are actively engaged in making their homes more
beautiful and comfortable.

MARTHA STEWART
WEDDINGS

Martha Stewart Weddings magazine brings you all the best in exquisite Bridal planning. Combining the classic style
of Martha Stewart with the newest styles & trends in the bridal market, this magazine will fulfill all of your bridal
needs.

MARVEL
ADVENTURES
SPIDERMAN

The perfect line to introduce new readers to the Marvel Universe, Marvel Adventures books harkens back to the
classic tales of the Marvel Universe--free from years of continuity--and fuses them with an unmistakably modern
style and wit.

MARVEL
ADVENTURES
SUPERHEROES

Marvel Adventures Super Heroes is loaded with the best team-ups around featuring all your favorite heroes
including Spider-Man, Hulk, Iron Man and the rest of the Marvel Universe!

MARVEL SUPER
HEROES

Each issue features comics, games, & stories about the characters in the Marvel universe, from Thor to Doctor
Octopus to Spider Man. For boys age 6 to 10.

MARVEL UNIV
AVENGERS EARTHS
MIGHTST HERO

Face front, action fans! It starts here! An all-new line of comics aimed at readers of all ages who like action, live for
danger...and love heroes! The Marvel TV animated smash is coming to comics!

MARVEL UNIVERSE
ULTIMATE SPIDERMAN

It's Spider-Man from cover to cover as the wall-crawler leaps into his very own ongoing magazine! In addition to
full-length comic-book stories, this premiere issue features puzzles & games, pinups, a letters page, & a pull-out
poster!

MATHEMATICS
TEACHING IN MS

An official journal of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and is intended as a resource for middle
school students, teachers and teacher educators.

MAXIM

Maxim is here to make your life better in every way! Maxim's pages are filled with hot women, cool cars, high tech
toys, style tips, intense sports action and reviews on movies, music & hottest celebs. Aimed at men over 21. (Max
yrs 4)

MAXIM EN ESPANOL

Aimed at men ages 25 to 40. Covers everything from sports, work, health, money & fashion in Spanish.

MAXIMUM DRIVE

Maximum Drive delivers a variety of custom vehicles, Early Muscle Cars, Late Muscle Cars, Hot Rods, Street
Rods, Rat Rods, Lead Sleds and Trucks. The latest automotive performance products and learn how these
products are used.

MEN'S FITNESS

Communicates with health-conscious men from ages 18 to 45. Also covers fitness, psychology, fashion, grooming,
nutrition, travel behavior and sports.

MEN'S HEALTH
MAGAZINE

A lifestyle magazine dedicated to showing men the practical & positive actions that make their lives better. Articles
& columns cover fitness, relationships, nutrition, careers, grooming, travel, & health issues.

MEN'S JOURNAL

For the active man who enjoys sports, travel, fitness and adventurous pursuits. Articles include mountain biking,
skiing, kayaking, scuba diving, race car driving, along with travel and adventure stories.

METROPOLIS

Architecture and design magazine of New York.

MEXICAN FIESTA

Spicy, colorful, delicious, Mexican Fiesta puts the authentic flavors of Mexico within easy reach of the home cook.
Most of the recipes have adapted the traditional methods and ingredients to suit today's lifestyle.

MIDWEST LIVING

Regional service magazine that celebrates the interests, values, and lifestyles of Midwestern families.

MILITARY TRADER

Dedicated to the collecting, study, preservation, & display of historic military relics. Each issue is filled with detailed
articles on military artifact & the soldiers who used them.

MILITARY VEHICLES
MAG

Each issue is dedicated to the preservation, restoration, and use of historic military vehicles. Features news,
historic images, tech topics, weapons, replicas, models, toys and book/media reviews.

MINIATURE
COLLECTOR

Edited for collectors of 1/12th scale (doll house) miniatures. Emphasis on contemporary collecting and crafting.
Article information through personality profiles, show reports, public/private collections.

MINISTRY TODAY

Ministry Today connects rising leaders to fellow pastors, to a movement, to ministries and companies that can
come alongside them and (most importantly) to God!

MODEL AIRPLANE
NEWS

Written for enthusiasts who truly enjoy the sport of R/C model airplanes. Features on construction and design,
comprehensive product evaluations and more.

MODEL RAILROADER

Devotes itself to the needs and interests of those who build railraod models of all gauges and scales.

MODERN FARMER

Modern Farmer is a quarterly magazine devoted to the people, policy, issues, animals, plants, and technology of
farming and food.

MODERN PAINTERS
MAGAZINE

The definitive international source of contemporary art & culture. Visually dynamic with a fresh outlook on artwork:
painting & sculpture, photography, film, architecture, design & performance.

MONTANA
OUTDOORS

Wildlife management-environmental issues, how to natural history-fisheries management.

MOPAR ACTION

Magazine is the best selling Mopar enthusiasts' magazine on the market today. Covers the entire world of Chrysler,
Plymouth & Dodge vehicles, including classics, muscle cars, race cars, new car road tests, performance tips &
more.

MOPAR MUSCLE

Provides how to and technical information on the restoration, repair and maintenance of high performance
automobiles.

MORE MAGAZINE

Women over forty today are healthier, happier and have more options and opportunities than women have ever
had before. More magazine celebrates these women with features on beauty, fashion, health & more.

MOTOR TREND

The latest styles the latest trends the latest technological advances. Vital statistics and technical data, reviews and
comparisons of different makes and models.

MOTORCROSS
ACTION

Articles of interest for competitive riders and the spectator enthusiast. Reports on races around the world,
championship standing and interviews.

MOTORCYCLE
CRUISER

The only brand dedicated exclusively to real-world cruising.

MOTORCYCLIST

Covers all facets of motorcycling. It includes sportbikes, cruisers, tourers, adventure bikes and standards, with
significant details on parts & accessories & the expreience of owning & caring for motorcycles.

MOUNTAIN BIKE
ACTION

Tips, techniques and new information for riders who wants to care their cycles & be successful riders.

MOVIEMAKER

Moviemaker explores the creative process by interviewing Hollywood's top actors, directors, producers, and
screenwriters as well as today's hottest independent film talent.

MS MAGAZINE

An influential feminist magazine.

MUSCLE & FITNESS

New consciousness of physical fitness to the serious exercise and athletic training enthusiast.

MUSCLE CAR REVIEW Edited for the automobile enthusiast who likes popular and performance cars of the past.

MUSCLE MUSTANGS
& FAST FORDS

Edited for high performance fords with special attention to late model mustangs.

MUSE MAGAZINE

Kids who can't help wondering whether video games really kill their brain cells, or what a gentleman ladybug is
called, will find the answers here, in articles written by award-winning authers & illustrations. Grades 5-9.

MUSTANG MONTHLY

Major editorial emphasis is on do-it-yourself projects; paint & body repair, interior replacement methods, engine
and drive train buildup, accessory availability, insurance info, tires, suspension etc.

MY BIG WORLD WITH
CLIFFORD

Helps young children develop critical-thinking & early reading skills. Age-appropriate nonfiction & exciting, colorful
images make learning fun and inviting for preschoolers. (Preschool-Pre K)

MY FIRST 1000
WORDS

This book is a great tool for introducing children to new vocabulary words. Words are organized into fun categories,
& each word is accompanied by a colorful & kid-friendly image. Sample sentences show how the vocabulary words
are used.

NAILS MAGAZINE

For nail and beauty salon professionals.

NANO FICTION

NANO Fiction is a literary journal that features fiction of 300 words or less and fine art. The journal is published
twice a year and features approximately 35 emerging authors per issue.

NASCAR
ILLUSTRATED

NASCAR Illustrated has been providing fans with the latest racing information and engaging features. This monthly
magazine takes readers inside the thrilling sport of NASCAR and reveals the people and stories that fuel racing.

NATIONAL AUDUBON

Reports on the state of the earth. Coverage includes ecology, conservation, wildlife, policy, recreation and
technology. It offers views of problems and solutions.

NATIONAL ENQUIRER A weekly tabloid magazine that publishes the latest celebrity gossip, news, feature stories, photos, fashion and
more.
NATIONAL EXAMINER Traditional tabloid featuring a wide range of general interest stories, including celebrity, psychic phenomena, crime,
human interest, miscellaneous.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE

The best known and best general interest magaizne devoted to American wildlife, nature & photography. Outdoor
activity and wildlife photography features.

NATURAL HEALTH

For people interested in alternative lifestyles, natural foods, crafts, outdoor sports, organic gardening, holistic
health, alternate energy, and more.

NATURALLY, DANNY
SEO

Home, food, entertaining, travel & everyday life are enhanced by natural, healthy, modern living. Whether it?s
using homegrown ingredients from your garden, redoing your house with low emission paint or celebrating the
outdoors.

NEW AVENGERS

Luke Cage leads Spider-Man, Wolverine, The Thing and more as a very different team of Avengers! While the rest
of Earth's Mightiest Heroes watch over the Marvel Universe from on high, the New Avengers stay close to the
ground.

NEW ENGLAND
JOURNAL OF
MEDICINE

Clinical and scientific medical publication for practicing physicians.

NEW PIONEER

Each issue is packed with useful how-to information for back-to-the-landers, plus many spotlight pieces on couples
& families that have actually been there & done that with great success! Guide to enjoying everything the land has
to offer.

NEW REPUBLIC

It is a journal of opinion with an emphasis on politics, domestic and international affairs.

NEW YORK - NY NJ CT Edited for those interested in critical examination of contemporary ideas. Deals regularly with subjects such as
politics, business, psychology, literature, food, wine, and a broad range of other subject.
NEW YORK TIMES
UPFRONT

Discussions of controversial issues in current world affairs; news, profiles with articles on economic, social and
cultural questions for 10th to 12th grade students. (Grades 9-12) (Previously Scholastic Update)

NEW YORK-OUTSIDE
NY NJ CT

For those interested in critical examination of contemporary ideas. Deals regularly with such subjects as politics,
business, psychology, literature, the fine arts, entertainment, food, wine, and more.

NEW YORKER

Discusses current ideas and events in metropolitan america. Blends domestic and international news analysis with
cartoons, regular criticism of sports, fashion, and the arts.

NEWS CHINA

Each monthly issue brings the latest reports regarding business, politics, arts, science, technology, and social
issues taking place currently. Independent-minded & entertaining, News China is always interesting & engaging to
read.

NOVA

The Human Rocket returns! You've followed him through the history making (and changing!) AvX and now the
mystery of the all-new Nova are revealed in this breathtaking new ongoing by the best-selling, award winning team
of Jeph and Ed.

NUMISMATIC NEWS

It's your premier connection to the latest hobby updates, award-winning articles, an active buy/sell marketplace and
a complete U.S. coin retail price guide in the Coin Market, which appears in the first issue of each month.

NURSING 2014

Professional journal for nurses.

NURSING 2014
CRITICAL CARE

Addresses the information needs of the busy critical care nurse with straightforward content that digests clinical
practice breakthroughs & complex research findings & offers quick-response assessment & interventions.

NURSING MADE
INCREDIBLY EASY

Emphasizes on breaking down the challenging clinical concepts, the ones that are often difficult or confusing for
the practicing nurse to grasp.

NYLON

Nylon's unique sense of style and keen pop culture sensibility gives today's young women a modern twist to
fashion, beauty, music and more.

NYLON GUYS

Nylon Guys offers a custom blend of what real guys want, a forum to showcase everything from the latest gadgets
& apparel to films & music through a discerning & streetwise composition.

O THE OPRAH
MAGAZINE

The women's personal-growth guide for the new century. It will give confident, smart women the tools they need to
explore & reach for their dreams, to express their individual style & to make choices that will lead to a happier life.

ODYSSEY

Each issue tackles the hottest topics in physics, biology & environmental science, introduces new & emerging
technologies, & highlights top science careers. Grades 5-9

OG-ORGANIC
GARDENING

Contains advice for organic gardeners. The must-read magazine for passionate gardeners.

OHIO MAGAZINE

Stories on the people, places and symbols of Ohio. Emphasis on landscape and inhabitants of the area.

OK! MAGAZINE

At last, the world's biggest and brightest celebrity weekly is available in the United States. OK brings readers the
glamour and the inside scoop on their favorite stars and provides an inside look at celebrity vacations and lifestyle.

OLD CARS PRICE
GUIDE

The nation's most respected authority on collectible car pricing, complete with special sections on foreign makes &
light-duty trucks. Join the ranks of insurers, dealers and collectors who depend on Old Cars Report Price Guide.

OLD CARS WEEKLY

Covers the entire field of collectible automobiles from classic touring cars & roadsters of the early 1900's to the
popular muscle cars of the 1960s and 1970s. Includes historical perspectives & facts on cars & their
manufacturers.

OLD HOUSE JOURNAL Provides practical articles for the professional renovator and serious homeowner, as well as lifestyle features about
living in older homes.
ONCE UPON A TIMETREASURY OF FAIRY
TALES

Is a beautifully illustrated collection of 28 beloved fairy tales designed for children 4 years & older. Children can
read these stories over & over, either by themselves or as a shared read-aloud experience.

OR NURSE 2014

Presents concise, up-to-the-minute clinical and practical information in a reader-friendly format, to help busy
preoperative nurses keep pace with the changes in their field.

ORANGE COAST
MAGAZINE

Events, dinning & guides to the good life of Orange County, California.

ORIGINAL LOGIC
PROBLEMS

Keep your mind sharp with stimulating logic problems that will exercise your brain muscles. A great introduction to
deductive reasoning! Enjoy easy, medium, hard, & truly tough puzzles ineach issue. Full size, 130 pages.

OSM-ON SNOW
MAGAZINE

North America's Best Snowmobile Magazine featuring in-depth reviews, tourism editorials and product reviews.

OUTDOOR LIFE

Boating, fishing, hunting, sports medicine, sport vehicles, southern specialties, and much, much more. For the
serious sportsman.

OUTDOOR
PHOTOGRAPHER

Written by the world's leading landscape, wildlife, sports, and travel photographers. Every issue features advice
that you will use to improve your photography and evaluations of the latest equipment.

OUTSIDE

Edited for the active adult. It is a contemporary lifestyle magazine that features sports, fitness, photography,
adventure travel, and portraits of adventurers.

PACIFIC STANDARD

Provides a nonpartisan & nonideological window on the world of ideas. By presenting the best writing & thinking of
academics, specialists, and other to a broad audience, it aims to overcome the specialization & information
overload.

PAGEANTRY
MAGAZINE

The oldest and most prestigious publication of its kind for the pageant talent, fashion and modeling fields.
Pageantry consistently delivers informative, in depth articles by some of the nations top insiders.

PARENT & CHILD

For parents with children in early childhood learning programs. Is a hands on magazine that will strengthen the
connection between school and home.

PARENTS

America's leading magazine devoted to serving people who are raising children. Major subject areas include
children, health, marriage, food and family life.

PASSION

Special publication is organized into volume, length, color, special occasions & Men sections. It also includes a
separate technical booklet that introduces the different Hair Extension companies & some of thier techniques &
applications.

PASSION BLACK

A biannual hardcover featuring the best in African-American hair fashion. The large 10-inch x 14.5 inch size gets
noticed, and the 96 ad-free pages offer the most comprehensive collection of hair fashion available today.

PASSION MENS

A bi-annual hair magazine featuring 120 full-color pages of strictly men's styles by the world's top hair designers,
exclusively dedicated to cutting-edge, high fashion & contemporary looks for men.

PASTA SUPREME

Pasta in all its forms, spaghetti, lasagna, cannelloni, ravioli, tortellini has graced tables all over the globe. From
traditional pasta favorites to new contemporary creations, learn how to prepare dozens of delicious pasta
specialties.

PASTEL JOURNAL

Covers topics of interest to working paste lists as well as those who work in pastel as an additional medium.

PAULA DEEN FAMILY
FAVORITE RECIPES

Bring Paula's wonderful warm personality into your home with the most delectable comfort food ever! Dig into down
home country favorites like Kentucky Country Ham...Garlic Cheese Biscuits... Peanut Butter Brownie
Cupcakes...and many more!

PENNY'S FAMOUS
FILL-IN PUZZLES

Even more fill-in fun! This Jumbo Fill-In is packed with puzzles ranging from easy to hard, including number fill-ins,
License Plates puzzles, and 2-page puzzles. Digest size, 160 pages.

PENNY'S FAVORITE
FILL-IN

Each issue is packed with the most popular variety Fill-Ins created by Penny Press, ranging from easy to hard.
Perfect for the Fill-In solver who wants more solving variety. Digest size, 162 pages.

PENNY'S FINEST
GOOD TIME WORD
SEEKS

Terrific value! Get both standard Word Seeks & challenging Variety Word Seeks in one magazine. Plus, 2 issues
each year, special Missing Vowels editions, feature 25 of these popular puzzles. Digest size, 162 pages.

PERFECT PIZZA

Whether you are from Chicago or New York, no one can ever agree on the perfect pizza but we can agree that we
love them. Check inside for new, delicious, pizza recipes sure to become quick family favorites.

PHI DELTA KAPPAN

Designed to advance educational research, service and leadership. Emphasizes issues, trends, policy decisions.

PLANE & PILOT

The only aviation magazine edited exclusively for private pilots and owners of light aircraft. Every issue features
pilot reports on new and used aircraft, weather and proficiency features and much more.

PLASTICS NEWS

Reports on the national and international plastics industry for business decision makers.

PLAYBOY

An entertainment magazine for the urban male. Fiction, photo essays, serious and satirical articles, social and
political discussion, service features, interviews, photos of beautiful women.

PLAYGIRL

A sensual source of entertainment for modern women. Candid discussions on sex, first person adventures, diet,
fitness, interviews, and frank photography of the opposite sex.

POINTE

Steps towards excellence! Pointe is the exclusive magazine for ballet dancers. It offers its readers expert advice on
techniques, performing and auditioning.

POLYMERCAFE

The only magazine dedicated solely to the art and craft of Polymer Clay

POPSTAR!

A positive teen-gossip entertainment magazine famous for finding start FIRST, for having the best photography
and for our scoops on stars like Taylor Lautner, Jonas Brothers, Selena Gomez, Miley Cyrus, Demi Lovato, &
more!

POPULAR
MECHANICS

Covers the automobile, home, sports and leisure, workshop, electronics and photography.

POPULAR
PHOTOGRAPHY

Serves everyone from beginners to professionals. Provides accurate information on camera & picture taking.
Includes tests of photo/video & digital equipment. Contains quality photos with indepth techniques.

POPULAR SCIENCE

Covers developing technology of personal computers, CD players, camcorders and many more. Features aviation,
space & innovative housing technology & design.

POPULAR
WOODWORKING

Woodworking resource guide to: Events, people, stories, suppliers, guild, associations, projects, plans, tool
selection, marketing techniques and many more.

POWER AND MOTOR
YACHT

Owners of power boats 24ft or larger. Subjects include sport fishing cruising, engines, ship systems, boat buying,
yacht finances etc.

PRACTICAL
HORSEMAN

The #1 English riding magazine. Providing the leading how-to and training magazine for riders involved in hunters,
jumpers, events and dressage. Expert advice, grooming, health care and more.

PREDATOR XTREME

America's #1 source for year-round hunting and shooting information.

PRESCHOOL
FRIENDS

Each issue contains stories, a collectible poster & a workbook full of fun educational activities that are designed to
encourage the skills needed to succeed in school while having fun. (Was Playroom Magazine & Preschool Plyrm)
ages 3-8

PREVENTION
MAGAZINE

Edited for readers who take an active role in achieving and maintaining health and fitness for themselves and their
families.

PRINT

Feature articles encompass magazine design, advertising, corporate branding, video, animation, exhibitions, and
digital design. Issues include fully illustrated feature articles, book reviews, opinion columns, and more.

PUZZLER'S WORD
SEARCH

Dell's original word search magazine, each issue provides 107 fun-to-solve word searches, including variety
puzzles such as Tail Tags, Full Houses, Hidden Numbers, Bingo and Tangle words. (Formerly Dell Word Search
Puzzles)

QUE TAL?

Immerse beginners in the language & culture of Spanish speaking countries. Nonfiction articles on people,
traditions, & trends in Spanish speaking countries, including topics too current for textbooks. (Spanish Level 1)

QUICK & EASY
CROCHET

Each issue is filled with easy to follow instructions for crocheted fashions, pillows, potholders, Afghans, coverlets,
bridal gowns dollies & more. It's no wonder America's crochet artists turn to Quick & Easy Crochet.

QUICK TIME DISHES

If you love to cook but don't have enough time on your hands, you'll love these fast, simple and healthy recipes.
Quick Time Dishes provides a wonderful selection of super recipes that the whole family will enjoy including the
cook!

QUILTER'S WORLD

Edited for the beginner and hobbyist of quilting. Each issue brings new patterns and ideas. (Previously Quick &
Easy Quilting)

RADIO CONTROL CAR Devoted to the radio controlled car modeling enthusiasts.
ACTION
RANGER RICK

Nature discovery magazine for children 6 - 12. Covers animals, wildlife, adventure and the wonders nature.

READERS DIGEST

General interest features for a broad spectrum of readership.

READERS DIGESTLARGE PRINT

null

REASON

Leading social and political commentary magazine from a libertarian perspective. Reason is a refreshing
alternative to Washington based opinions.

REBEL INK

This tattoo publication focuses on what is referred to as "hardcore ink," featuring people who are covered head-totoe with vibrant and detailed body art in every issue.

RED BULLETIN
MAGAZINE

Magazine covers the very latest news from the world of Red Bull in an inimitably witty, intelligent & pithy style. With
enthralling articles, first-class photographs & extraordinary design on topics like action, sport, travel, arts & music.

RED SHE-HULK

Betty Ross smashes into her own ongoing series as...Red She-Hulk.

REDBOOK

Edited for young women today, who are juggling the demands and rewards of husband, child, and jobs.

REMINISCE

America's favorite nostalgia magazine! Delight in reader-shared stories recalling memorable moments from the
'30's, '40's, '50's, and '60's and family-album photos that capture the fun of the "good old days."

RIDES

The ultimate magazine of the automotive industry. Starting out as a section in King Magazine. Rides keeps you up
on the hottest vehicles, as well as the latest technologies & concept designs & the most innovative customizations.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Covers risk managements/employee benefits scene worldwide. Focuses on risk analysis & funding techniques,
safety & loss prevention, EB programs & legislative/regulatory issues relating to insurance. Tax & health care
delivery.

ROAD & TRACK

This is the oldest and most authoritive automotive publication devoted to car enthusiasts. It blends road tests
w/racing coverage, history, technical updates and feature stories.

ROADSIDE AMERICA

Take a journey to some of the gaudiest, kitschiest, and downright strangest wonders in the United States and
Canada without ever leaving the comfort of your armchair!

ROCK & GEM

Provides instruction for the amateur lapidary and mineral hobbyist.

ROCK & ICE

Dedicated to the popular sport of rock climbing, mountaineering, and ice climbing. Our editors and writers pack
each issue with inspiration and information that speaks to every climber.

ROLLING STONE

The music lover's magazine! Contains Rock & Roll national affairs, feature stories, reviews, classified ads, and the
music charts. Find out where your favorite group stands in the ratings.

ROMANTIC COUNTRY Magazine brings the best of living with comfort & beauty home to you. We will treat you to pages brimming with the
versatile ideas & boundless inspiration that define the many facets of this most heartfelt style.

ROMANTIC HOMES

Focuses on the romantic lifestyle and how to achieve it. Each issue features shopping information and design tips
for home furnishings, products for decorating and accessorizing, and guides to garden and patio living.

RUNNER'S WORLD

Edited for the mature runner who takes his sport seriously. Articles on keeping in touch with the running world,
upcoming events and helpful hints on the sport.

RUNNING TIMES

Is for serious recreational and competitive runners, especially road runners who want to participate in road races
and marathons.

SACRAMENTO
MAGAZINE

Provides monthly perspective of the nation's seventh fastest growing region, Sacramento. This is a lifestyle
publication with features on home and garden, travel, entertainment, personalities, and restaurants and dining
listings.

SAIL

Covers the full spectrum of sailing, cruising and racing as written for all types of sailors, from serious novices to
experts.

SALMON TROUT
STEELHEADER

Fishing techniques, drawings, fishing trip ideas.

SALTWATER
SPORTSMAN

Featuring local authorities from around the country. Provides insight and expertise to help anglers catch more and
bigger fish, right in their own back yard. Offers loads of how-to information, advice for those who travel within the
U.S.

SATURDAY EVENING
POST

Investigative features, inspiring stories, health tips, laugh-out-loud humor, celebrated fiction, classic art and more!

SAVAGE WOLVERINE

Wolverine awakes to find himself transported to the Savage Land and labeled public enemy number one! With no
memory of how he got there, and Shanna the She-Devil his only ally, Logan must unravel the mystery before it kills
him first.

SAVEUR

Shows you around the places that have given birth to the world's great foods and reveals how to recreate these
dishes at home.

SCALE AUTO

Scale Auto magazine covers the entire model car hobby. Learn to build or customize your favorite muscle cars,
street rods, stock cars, and more. Each issue contains how-to projects, objective reviews of the hottest model cars.

SCHOLASTIC ACTION

Nonfiction articles engage & inspire struggling readers with accessible texts specifically designed to build key
language arts skills. Issues include videos, activity pages, games, differentiated & audio articles, & more. (Grade 612)

SCHOLASTIC ART

Each issue brings art history alive in your visual arts education program. Promote literacy & critical thinking with
nonfiction essays & art reproductions. Inspire creativity with studio art projects. (Grade 7-12)

SCHOLASTIC MATH

Each issue features motivating, skill-building activities that show students timely real-world applications of middle
school math curricula and the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics. (Grade 6-9)

SCHOLASTIC NEWS 1 High-quality science & social studies nonfiction magazine. You'll build reading skills & meet Common Core ELA
Standards with texts that increase in complexity, standards-based lesson plans, & challenging skills-based
activities. Grade 1
SCHOLASTIC NEWS 2 High-quality science & social studies nonfiction magazine. You'll build reading skills & meet Common Core ELA
Standards with texts that increase in complexity, standards-based lesson plans, & challenging skills-based
activities. Grade 2
SCHOLASTIC NEWS 3 Helps you build reading skills that are specific to the third grade. Each issue helps you meet Common Core ELA
Standards with complex informational texts, standards-based lesson plans, & challenging reproducible skills
sheets. (Grade 3)
SCHOLASTIC NEWS 4 Helps you build reading skills that are specific to the fourth grade. Each issue helps you meet Common Core ELA
Standards with complex informational texts, standards-based lesson plans, & challenging reproducible skills
sheets. (Grade 4)
SCHOLASTIC NEWS 5 Helps you build the reading skills that are essential in fifth & sixth grades. Each issue helps you meet Common
Core ELA Standards with complex informational texts, standards-based lesson plans, & challenging reproducible
skills sheets.

SCHOLASTIC SCOPE

Issues combine thrilling complex texts with supported materials to build skills in every strand of the standards.
Includes short fiction, infographics, debates, speeches, & dramas based on myths, classic literature, & history.
(Grade 6-8)

SCHOOL ARTS

School Arts is a national art education magazine committed to promoting excellence, advocacy, and professional
support for educators in the visual arts since 1901.

SCHOOL LIBRARY
JOURNAL

The most complete provider of news, information and reviews for librarians and media specialists who serve
children and young adults in school and public libraries. The Book Verdict is included with each subscription.

SCHUSS

Immerse your intermediate & advanced learners in the language & culture of German speaking countries.
Nonfiction articles on people, traditions, & trends in German speaking countries, including topics too current for
textbooks. (Ger Lvl 2)

SCIENCE NEWS

A general news magazine of science. Concise, current and comprehensive editorial gives an overview of the
various fields of science.

SCIENCE WORLD

Every major article features skills sheets that help you apply the topics to each scientific discipline, including
biology, chemistry, physics, & Earth science. (Grade 6-10)

SCOOBY-DOO!
MAGAZINE

Each issue contains stories, a collectible poster & a workbook full of fun educational activities designed to
encourage & reinforce the skills needed to succeed in school while having fun with their favorite character dog Scooby. 4-9 yrs

SCOOBY-DOO,
WHERE ARE YOU?

Each issue of Scooby-Doo comic book follows the humorous mystery-solving antics of Scooby Doo and his wacky
gang.

SCRAP & STAMP
ARTS

A magazine devoted to stampers and scrap bookers, providing a wide variety of the very best projects, and serves
the increasing crossover between the two hobbies.

SCUBA DIVING

The magazine divers trust! Featuring in-depth scuba equipment, comparative reviews, dive travel destination
reports and featur articles on the diving environment, aquatic life, nutrition and health.

SEA CLASSICS

From stately ocean liners to deadly torpedo boats. Features the men, the ships and the events that have made
history on the seven seas. covering maritime & naval vessels, articles include famous ships, tragic sinkings, fierce
battles.

SEA MAGAZINE

America's Western Boating Magazine for more than 100 years. Brings you the inside scoop on West Coast boating
trends, tips on the latest gear & electronics, & in-depth reports on notable new boats.

SEATTLE MAGAZINE

The magazine for the pacific northwest. Contains articles on things to do in the city, places to eat, ect

SECRET AVENGERS

For fans that need a little extra Avengers action in their lives, Secret Avengers is the perfect choice! Part classic
super hero team, part covert task force-Secret Avengers has all the high-stakes action and intrigue you could ask
for!

SELF

Beauty, fashion, health and fitness, food and nutrition and the latest in home and entertaining. For modern, upbeat
sophisticated women.

SENSATIONAL
SALADS

In the pages of Sensational Salads you will find many great ideas for new recipes using the tenderest greens,
vegetables and fruit combined with pasta, seafood and the leanest of meats

SESAME STREET
MAGAZINE

Join Elmo, Cookie Monster, Big Bird & all of the other Muppets in the new Sesame Street Magazine from Redan
Publishing. Each issue is delivered right to your Sesame Street fan & is full of stories, activities, games & science &
fun. (3-6)

SEVENTEEN

Edited for the young woman. Emphasizes fashion, beauty, lifestyle information, health, careers, sports and
entertainment.

SHAPE

Devoted to delivering information on the various aspects of physical fitness, nutritional and psychological well
being.

SHOWBOATS
INTERNATIONAL

Edited for those interested in the yacht industry. Brokerage and charter yachts are featured.

SIEMPRE MUJER

For the Hispanic woman living in the U.S. who keeps her traditions alive and embraces new American values.
Siempre Mujer reflects her lifestyle, aspirations and dreams. Written in Spanish.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

A business publication, covering the sign and outdoor advertising industry.

SIMPLE & DELICIOUS

Each issue gives you 150+ fail-proof, easy-to-fix recipes & tips that promise mouth-watering meals fast. You'll love
the helpful grocery lists & 30-minute meal ideas, plus secrets from the Test Kitchen, featured in every issue.

SIMPLY STIR FRY

Just thinly slice and prepare your choice of vegetables, poultry, meat or fish, toss in a wok over high-heat and
quickly cook one of our exotic recipes for a healthy, exciting meal.

SISTER 2 SISTER

Black entertainment magazine featuring recording artists, movie stars, reviews and more.

SKI

Edited for ski enthusiasts w/attention given to new and expert skiers instruction & technique articles. Travel and
photo themes. Consumer advice, regional reports, personality profiles. Q&A columns.

SKIN & INK

Skin & Ink covers today's tattoo fanciers, featuring the fine art side of the tattoo industry. Each issue includes fullcolor photographs and inspiring stories, as well as tattoo shops, convention reports and celebrities.

SLAM

Yearly highlights devoted to the entire spectrum of basketball and its culture.

SMALL BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Magazine is a how-to magazine for small business owners & budding entrepreneurs. If offers a step-by-step guide
to starting & operating a business. It features profiles of successful entrepreneurs and much more.

SNOWBOARD

Displays the most cutting-edge imagery in a way which opens eyes and stretches your excitement to the world of
snowboarding. Expands the enjoyment of snowboarding through jaw-dropping photography.

SOAP OPERA DIGEST Edited for prime time and day time soap operas; features on camera happenings, late breaking news, soap
synopses and exclusive interviews that reveal in depth profiles on stars' views on marriage, health, beauty.
SOCCER 360

Featuring the world's best soccer Leagues & events including MLS, Premier League, Serie A, Bundesliga, La Liga,
South American scene. Great full color pictures, exclusive interviews, team and player profiles, stats & more.

SOCCER ITALIA

Everything you need to know about the Italian international Soccer Scene, featuring the best of the Azzurri,
Champions league, Europa League and Serie A. Exclusive interviews, profiles, off the pitch and so much more.

SOFIA THE FIRST
MAGAZINE

Each issue contains activities, puzzles, games & magical stories that explore the themes of change, kindness,
caring for animals & encourage children to realize that they should just try their best. (ages 3-8)

SOFT DOLLS &
ANIMALS!

The perfect companion for people who love to make or collect cloth dolls, teddy bears, or animals. Bi-monthly.

SOUTH CAROLINA
WILDLIFE

All aspects of outdoor environment; recreational, natural history with emphasis on conservation.

SOUTHERN BOATING

Written for dedicated boating enthusiasts who have an insatiable appetite for information to improve performance,
increase enjoyment and find the best travel destinations.

SOUTHWEST ART

Southwest Art features the glorious art of the American west in a superbly produced, glossy, full color publication.

SPACE NEWS

Space News offers the late breaking headlines about outer space, space flight, science and astronomy news.

SPARKLE WORLD

Contains stories, a collectible poster & a workbook with fun, educational activities designed to help encourage the
development of early learning skills needed to succeed in school while having fun with their favorite characters.
Girls 3-8

SPECIAL WEAPONS
FOR MILITARY &
POLICE

Magazine features articles about both the exotic & the ordinary weapons of military & police. Recent issues have
profiled stateside American law enforcement & military.

SPIDER

Stories, poems & nonfiction articles are carefully selected to encourage students to read on their own, drawn along
by bright illustrations & detailed drawings by famous children's artists. Grades 2-4.

SPORT FISHING

This magazine covers it all. From bait & tackle to the latest electronics and newest tecniques. Boat reviews, too.
Also includes real life fish tales.

SPORT RIDER

The largest brand catering to high-performance sport bikes.

SPORTS AFIELD

Edited for the outdoor sports enthusiast. Advice on camping, hunting arms, and ammunition, fishing, boating,
sporting dogs, trap & skeet, recreational vehicles, food, etc.

SPORTS
Covers all aspects of sports memorabilia collecting, including trading cards, uniforms, autographs & equipment.
COLLECTORS DIGEST Features include interviews & former sports starts. Includes a weekly sports card price guide, a news section & a
calendar.
STAR

Weekly news magazine featuring an inside look at celebrity news and lifestyles. Every week, in addition to feature
articles, it includes horoscopes, puzzles, advice and the latest in celebrity fashions.

STEP BY STEP WIRE
JEWELRY

Inside each issue are articles by expert & well known authors showing readers how to make attractive, inexpensive
& creative wire jewelry using tools, wire, stones, findings, beads, gems, jigs, pearls & more.

STONE SOUP

Stories, poems, book reviews & art work by young people ages 8-14. Young people love reading about the lives,
concerns & dreams of their peers worldwide. Budding writers & artists are encouraged to create & submit their own
work.

STORYWORKS

In every issue you'll find narrative & original nonfiction, plays, paired texts, poetry, & more. Each are paired with
Common Core based skills sheets & online features (like videos) to create a print & online ELA teaching
supplement. 3-6 Gr

STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE

Each issue is packed with stories, puzzles, games & educational activities that are designed to encourage the skills
needed to succeed in school while having fun with their favorite 'Berry' friends. Ages 3 - 8.

STREET RODDER

Pre-49 modified automobiles, activities and equipment.

STREET TRUCKS

Street Trucks is devoted to covering the current truck frenzy, serving both new buyers and longtime owners of
pickup trucks, 4x4s, SUVs, compacts and classic trucks. The publication of choice for all truck owners.

STRINGING

Discover more how-to project designs than any other beading magazine, using a range of techniques & jewelry
components. Plus a wide range of wire working techniques to enhance your stringing projects.

STRINGS

For players & makers of bowed string instruments.

SUCCESSFUL
FARMING

Covers all phases of farming : Livestock, crops and soils, machinery, buildings, economics, and mangement.

SUGAR BLOCKERS
DIET

If you're trying to prevent diabetes or control it better, one of the major problems is steep rises in blood sugar after
eating starchy foods. Now, you can say YES to these foods and more with the breakthrough Sugar Blockers Diet
plan.

SUPER CHEVY

Covers all forms of Chevy motor sports including racing, fuel economy, show cars & restorations. Features on
products & personalities in the world of Chevrolet.

SUPER SCIENCE

Every issue is aligned to your curriculum with articles on life, earth, & physical sciences. SuperScience also helps
you meet Common Core Standards with complex informational texts & challenging standards-based activities.
Grade 3-6

SUPER STREET

For performance sports car fans.

SUPERGIRL

Just as Supergirl was getting used to being on Earth again, Supergirl drags the Girl of Steel to Bizarro World. But
when the pair discovers a monstrous threat to the square planet's existence, will they be able to save the day?

SUPERMAN

Superman, also known as the Man of Steel, is one of the most powerful super-heroes in the DC Universe. His
abilities include incredible strength, super-speed, invulnerability, flight and heat vision.

SURVIVOR'S EDGE

Each issue is action packed, & will help you prepare as today's world has changed, & every day presents new
survival challenges. It Covers a wide range of survival topics, such as: Home & Self-defense tactics & products.

SWANK MAGAZINE

Firmly established in the men's sophisticate field for well over 65 years, Swank continues its tradition of erotic
fiction, exciting features, revealing interviews and "hot covers"' featuring some of the worlds most beautiful women.

SWIMMING WORLD

The Natl. magazine for competitive aquatics, swimming, diving & water polo at all levels including Olympics.
Articles on coaching, nutrition & training.

TACTICAL WEAPONS

Magazine is much more than a gun-test driven magazine. Each issue covers the new guns & weapons of our
military & law enforcement specialists & at the same time provides profiles & tactics of the men & women who use
the weapons.

TAKE 20 MINUTES

Rushed for time? Help is on the way with this great, new cookbook where each delicious recipe takes just twenty
minutes to prepare and cook. From appetizers, mail meals, to desserts we have a delicious, fast solution to your
busy day.

TAMPA BAY
MAGAZINE

Covers the Tampa Bay area. Dining out, galleries, discoveries, and nightlife.

TASTE OF HOME

America's #1 cooking magazine, with 75 or more home-style family recipes with full-color photos in every issue.

TATHAASTU
MAGAZINE

Devoted to helping people lead a happy, peaceful, holistic life. An informative guide to nurture good thoughts, good
deeds, and ways to simplify our lives though spirituality & meditation. Explores yoga & fitness, nutrition & diet.

TEACHING CHILDREN An official journal of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and is intended as a resource for elementary
MATHEMETICS
school students, teachers, and teacher educators.
TEDDY BEAR &
FRIENDS

The number one selling magazine for teddy bear enthusiasts.

TEEN TITANS

The next generation of superheroes- Robin, Superboy, Kid Flash & Wonder Girl- are tutored by Starfire, Cyborg &
Beast Boy as they face foes old & new. The inspiration for the Cartoon Network's Teen Titans animated series.

TEEN VOGUE

Every issue of Teen Vogue gives you the latest on all the hottest celebrity trends, fashion, beauty, music and so
much more.

TENNIS

Tennis magazine will provide you with instruction, gear reviews, tournament coverage and more.

TEXAS FISH & GAME

Texas fish and game has information on outdoor fishing for the Texas enthusiasts.

TEXAS MONTHLY

Texas Monthly has been the authority on the Texas scene since 1973, covering music, arts, travel, restaurants and
events with its insightful recommendations. Provides its readers with a magazine of the highest editorial quality.

TEXAS PARKS &
WILDLIFE

Since 1942, Texas Parks & Wildlife has been a guide to the Texas outdoors. Each issue of this award-winning
magazine is packed with outstanding color photos and articles about every facet of outdoor recreation.

THE ATLANTIC

America's leading magazine of reporting and ideas. Fresh new design compliments must-read articles on Politics,
World Affairs, Business, Science, Education and the Arts. Smart thinking about the tough issues for 150 years.

THE BEER
CONNOISSEUR

The Beer Connoisseur Magazine takes a high-end & sophisticated approach to the cutting-edge beer industry for
the novice & connoisseur alike. It features articles on beer icons, fine beer & food, reviews, travel, tasting, and
much more.

THE CROSSWORDS
CLUB

Subscribers receive six top-notch themed crossword puzzles per month created by some of the best-known names
around. Each magazine comes complete with solutions and commentary by the editors.

THE CROSSWORDS
CLUB - LARGE PRINT

Subscribers receive six top-notch themed crossword puzzles per month created by some of the best-known names
around. Each magazine comes complete with solutions and commentary by the editors.

THE GRILLING BIBLE

The Grilling Bible will answer your questions to help you understand the basics & master a few simple techniques.
It gives you invaluable tips & turn you into an expert on everything from wood chips to homemade sauce.

THE UPTOWN PUZZLE The Uptown Puzzle Club offers its members substance & quality with five original crossword puzzles per month,
CLUB
created for the puzzle lover who truly enjoys playing with words and ideas.
THOMAS & FRIENDS

Brings to life the magical world of Thomas & Friends for early learners. Each issue is filled with charming stories, a
collectible poster, educational activities and more. Pull-out workbook included. Ages 3-8

THOR GOD OF
THUNDER

Formerly Mighty Thor! It's a shining, golden, new age for the Thunder God!

THREADS

This publication covers a wide spectrum for the garment enthusiasts. Includes articles and helpful hints for the
seamstress, craftsman quilters, etc.

THUNDERBOLTS

In a world full of threats that ignore borders, treaties, laws, and morality, Marvel needs a team that will meet those
menaces with equal force and ruthlessness. Red Hulk, The Punisher, Deadpool, Venom & Elektra-the new cast of
Thunderbolts

TIMBER HOME LIVING The comprehensive resource for anyone planning or building a timber home or post and beam home.

TODAY'S BLACK
WOMAN

Contains information on spotlight issues like love, sex, relationships, career, health, money, fashion and beauty or
other timely information about today's black woman and her world.

TODAYS CATHOLIC
TEACHER

A staple resource magazine for catholic school teachers/administrator. Is unsurpassed as a networking tool & an
avenue by which educators/administrators gain valuable insights into new curriculum/teaching ideas.

TOTALLY EASY
SUDOKU

Enjoy 184 all easy puzzles at three solving levels. 1 Star - a perfect intro to Sudoku. 2 Star - standard 9 x 9 grid
with numbers to help solve the puzzle. 3 Star - traditional easy Sudoku puzzles. (Was Totally Family Sudoku)

TOWN & COUNTRY

Contains information on society , travel, sports, fashion, current affairs and home decorating.

TRADITIONAL HOME

Edited to provide information about and examples of traditional-style interiors, architecture, gardens, antiques, arts,
cuisine, table settings and new products. Regularly includes travel destinations.

TRAIL RUNNER

The only national magazine devoted to off-road running and adventure races. Includes gear reviews, training and
technique tips, current race coverage and profiles of incredible athletes.

TRAIN HARD FIGHT
EASY

A dedicated fitness magazine that provides strength, conditioning, health, and nutrition advice from the leading
experts in the sport, as well as training and fighting techniques from MMA's best fighters and coaches.

TRAINS

Experience the power, history, and drama of America's railroads, from the golden years to today. Each issue is
packed with railroad news, expert commentary, detailed maps, and inspiring feature articles about railroading's

history.

TRANSWORLD
MOTOCROSS

Targets the mainstream motocross enthusiast.

TRAPPER &
PREDATOR CALLER

Discover new techniques for finding and trapping more fur, how to make the most of your catch with harvest trends
and prices, skinning techniques that can increase the value of your furs?all in Trapper & Predator Caller.

TRAVEL 50 & BEYOND First travel magazine for people age 50 & over. Practical & timely info on vacations preferred by travelers in this
age group. Value-oriented articles dealing with many vacation alternatives.
TRIATHLETE

Each issue inspires, educates & motivates triathletes of all levels to achieve their athletic goals & to obtain a
healthier, richer lifestyle. The magazine is edited for adults athletes who swim, bike, run & cross-train for fitness.

TROPICAL FISH
Features information on caring for tropical fish, goldfish, etc. Also covers reptiles and amphibians.
HOBBYIST MAGAZINE
TRUCK ROUND-UP

Trucks, 4x4s, Street Rods, parts, heavy equipment for sale.

TRUCK TREND

Provides a general interest buyer to the dedicated enthusiasts with the latest news on bare bones pickups to luxury
support utility vehicles.

TRUCKIN'

Edited for the light truck, van enthusiast. Contains truck related articles, products, etc.

TV GUIDE

The new TV Guide magazine is completely dedicated to television entertainment and program recommendations,
delivered in a fun, modern and engaging weekly package.

TV Y NOVELAS

Every issue gives readers the inside scoop on the hottest Latin stars, on stage, on screen, and in the recording
studio. With exclusive interviews and one-of-a-kind photos.

TWIST

Twist is a celebrity news title for teen girls with an emphasis on fashion, beauty and body image.

UKULELE

Ukulele visits today's players, festivals, & clubs & revisits the pioneers who helped spread the joy of uke around the
globe. Every issue has songs to share, a calendar of events, and news about instruments and products.

ULTIMATE COMICS
SPIDER-MAN

Meet Miles Morales, the NEW Ultimate Comics Spider-Man! Following in the footsteps of his predecessor, Peter
Parker, Miles prepares for the biggest change of his life! Power & responsibility take on a whole new meaning.

ULTIMATE COMICS
ULTIMATES

An elite government-sponsored meta-human task force, they face any and all global threats. Led by General Nick
Fury, they are the Ultimates!

ULTIMATE COMICS X- The X-Men in the Ultimate Universe! Living in a world where mutants are hated and feared more than ever, one
MEN
group of your heroes has banded together to fight back.
ULTIMATE DIESEL
BUILDER'S GUIDE

The magazine is a complete, one-stop-shopping guide for building your diesel truck the way you want or need it. It
shows you all the tips & tricks the pros use for more power, improved fuel economy & better towing performance.

UNCANNY AVENGERS The greatest era of the Marvel Universe starts here! From the ashes of AvX an all-new, all-different Avengers
assemble! Captain America assembles an all-new Avengers team featuring members from all across the Marvel
Universe.
UNCANNY X-FORCE

Wolverine promised Cyclops that X-Force would disband-he lied. Wolverine, Archangel, Fantomex, Deadpool and
Psylocke form The Uncanny X-Force!

UNIQUE HOMES

A showcase for luxury real estate currently available in the U.S. and abroad. Editorial focuses on various real
estate markets and trends. Real estate investments and interior design concerns of new homeowners.

UPTOWN

Uptown Chronicles the Life and Style of the Urban Elite.

URBAN INK

Urban Ink Magazine is the first magazine devoted exclusively to people of color (Black, Latino, Asian) and their
unique tattooed lifestyle.

US WEEKLY

Entertainment magazine featuring fashion, celebrity highlights, and more. Music, video and television reviews.

US WEEKLY - 15
MONTHS

Entertainment magazine featuring fashion, celebrity highlights, and more. Music, video and televison reviews.

VACATIONS

Looks at the travel industry and provides a practical, money oriented guide to vacationing domestically and around
the globe.

VANIDADES

The Latin woman's beauty fashion leader, Vanidades covers all the bases. From profiles of the top names in Latin
culture to lifestyle tips to the latest beauty and fashion looks and trends.

VANITY FAIR

A sophisticated look at the arts, fashion and entertainment. Covers current topics and interviews.

VEGETARIAN MEALS

Vegetarian eating is not only a healthy alternative for today's lifestyle but can be attractive, tasty and satisfying too.
Using pasta, beans, nuts, whole grains, vegetables and fruit, no one will miss the meat.

VEGETARIAN TIMES

Your best source for tasty, healthy recipes. Plus, great fitness and wellness tips!

VENOM

Eugene "Flash" Thompson was a high school bully turned war hero, inspired by the Amazing Spider-Man to get his
act together. When he lost both legs in combat, his country gave him the chance to serve again. From then on he
was agent Venom!

VERANDA MAGAZINE

An exquisite, high-end interior design magazine featuring authoritative articles and magnificent layouts. Printed on
slick, heavy paper stock, this beautiful magazine addresses historic and geographic influences on the art of design.

VERTICAL
GARDENING

Vertical gardening guarantees a better outcome from the day the trowel hits the soil-by shrinking the amount of
"floor" space needed and focusing on climbing plants that are less prone to insects, diseases, and animal pests.

VETTE

For corvette enthusiasts, for those who own a vette, or those who wish they did. Includes technological
developments, restoration of classic corvettes, modifications for better performance & customizing.

VICTORIAN HOMES

Dedicated to the history, restoration, decoration and building of Victorian homes. Each issue features restoration
tips, decorating guides and articles on both authentic and vintage-inspired products to help readers create a period
home.

VIDEOMAKER

The #1 monthly magazine that covers the use of camcorders and video production. The authority on digital video
editing, audio production and DVD authoring for novice and experts alike.

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE

Conservation, wildlife and water related outdoor recreation.

VITAL SPEECHES OF
THE DAY

This magazine gives the reader the best thoughts of the best minds on current national problems.

VOGUE

Vogue is the women's fashion bible. Every issue is elegant, eclectic, and always up-to-date. Features include the
latest in popular culture, fashion, and entertainment as well as tips on hair, makeup, exercise, health, and
relationships.

VOLLEYBALL

Complete coverage of indoor and outdoor amateur and pro volleyball.

W MAGAZINE

A magazine for the educated, affluent woman with articles which include fashion, travel, beauty, criticism of the
arts, and personality interviews.

WALLS & CEILINGS

A trade publication featuring installation techniques and tips on drywall, plastering, metal framing, stucco and much
more. The voice of the industry since 1938.

WARBIRDS INT'L

Warbirds International is the only magazine devoted to airworthy vintage & veteran military aircraft. Warbirds
presents great photography on these rare & fascinating aircraft while giving complete coverage on their restoration
& operation.

WATERCOLOR
ARTIST

The premier magazine for water media artists. Each issue showcases the art & techniques of today's best &
brightest water media artists, painting tips from expert art instructors, inside information on must-have painting
tools & materials.

WEIGHT WATCHERS

Succeed and feel great about yourself with Weight Watchers Magazine: Each inspiring issue offers you helpful me
recipes; wellness and beauty tips, motivational articles, and real life success stories.

WESTERN
HORSEMAN

Publishes complete & accurate tips on better ways to care for your horse, the best equipment, stable management,
places to ride & much more! Each issue features sections like the Arena, Young Horseman, and Ranchlands &
Cowboy Culture.

WHERE TO RETIRE

Helps the soon to be retired find the ideal setting for their new life. January (Winter), March (Spring), May
(Summer), September (Fall) & November (2 special issues)

WHITETAIL JOURNAL

America's complete deer hunting source.

WINE ENTHUSIAST

Wine Enthusiast features wine as an integral part of a most pleasurable and attainable lifestyle. Each issue focuses
on the good life of travel, fine dining, new wines and spirits.

WINTER SOLDIER

Captain America's sidekick James "Bucky" Barnes died in action in the closing days of WW 11, only to be
resurrected by Department X, the Soviet Union's secret science division & brainwashed to be their perfect Cold
War assassin.

WIRED

Focuses on the people and ideas behind digital technology.

WISCONSIN NATURAL Articles, news and information about Wisconsin's natural resources,: waterfalls, land, birds, animals, field trips.
RESOURCES
Includes illustration, photos and tips.
WOLVERINE

The most savage X-Man of them all in his own solo adventures! Logan has been around the world from Madripoor
to the Savage Land, not to mention to down under itself, but he still finds new & deadly threats every month!

WOLVERINE AND XMEN

If you were born different, with mutant super-powers, the Jean Grey School for Higher Learning is the school for
you. Founded by Wolverine and staffed by experienced X-Men, here you learn everything you need to know to
survive.

WOMAN'S DAY

The personal news magazine for over 20 million American women.

WOMAN'S WORLD

Every page of Woman's World is packed with great ideas for making your week easier and more fun! You'll find the
latest weight-loss breakthroughs easy money-saving tricks, mouthwatering recipes, inspiring real-life stories and
more.

WOMEN'S HEALTH

A lifestyle magazine rooted in health and fitness. For women who want to do more, have more, and be more. A
holistic approach to health - physical, emotional, and mental. Actionable and practical advice that you can use
today.

WOMENS WEAR
DAILY

Retail trade publication covering women's and childrens apparel, accessories, and cosmetics.

WONDER WOMAN

World's greatest super heroine, committed to fighting crime. Part of the Superman/Batman group. Ages 12-24.

WOOD

Each issue is packed with must-read information including handy "how-to's" & great project ideas. Woodworking
plans are accompanied with detailed step-by-step instructions along with tips and techniques.

WOODCRAFT
MAGAZINE

Woodcraft Magazine is written by woodworkers for woodworking enthusiasts of all skill levels. Every issue includes
at least 5 detailed project plans (ranging in size and complexity), shop tips & tricks, plus new product news and
reviews.

WOODEN BOAT

Edited for wooden boat owners, builders and designers. The emphasis is on craftsmanship and knowledge.

WOODWORKERS
JOURNAL

The only woodworking magazine with over 50 plans per year for all styles of furniture, clocks, accessories, toys &
gifts. Feature articles include woodworking basics, tool usage, special techniques.

WORKING MOTHER

Working Mother supports & empowers today's working moms in their pursuit of success, however they define it.
We celebrate the joys & challenges of the greatest balancing act of all.

WORLD COIN NEWS

Recognized as the leading authority on world coins. Reports on new issues, market trends & other coin news from
around the world. Features by some of the top experts in the field provide in-depth historical information on coin &
countries

WORLD OF
FIREPOWER

Gear, sport, self defense, military & much more.

WRESTLING U.S.A.

The nations youth magazine devoted exclusively to wrestling.

WRITERS DIGEST

Freelance writers guide to getting published. Practical how-to instruction for writing and selling fiction, non-fiction,
poetry and scripts, info on new markets for manuscripts. Ideas & inspiration.

X-FACTOR

X-Factor is quite possibly the most unpredictable book in the Marvel line-up. A psychological tour de force that
doesn't skimp on the laughs, action or mystery, each issue of X-Factor brings something new to the table.

X-MEN

Adventures of mutant superheroes.

X-MEN LEGACY

Professor Xavier has been shot and lies comatose. But the most powerful mutant mind on Earth doesn't rest. A
surreal trip through the wounded mind of the X-Men's leader, Legacy is a cool look at the X-Men past, present and
future.

XXL

XXL is an urban lifestyle magazine that covers all aspects of Hip-Hop culture. As the new voice of the Hip-Hop
generation. XXL focuses on music, style, sports & politics with intelligence, sophistication, integrity & most of all
respect.

YACHTING

Edited for pleasure boat enthusiast-men, women, and children. It places equal emphasis on the interests of both
the sail and power boat owner.

YOGA JOURNAL

Yoga Journal is your guide to better health, nutrition, personal growth, fitness and inner peace.

YOUNG AVENGERS

The critically acclaimed team of Gillen/McKelvie/Wilson decide to reinvent the teen superhero comice for the 21st
century, uniting Wiccan, Hulkling & Hawkeye with Loki, Marvel Boy & Ms America.

YUM FOOD & FUN
FOR KIDS

A companion magazine to YUM Food & Fun, is for the modern parent who cares about family time in the kitchen.
Filled with quick, effortless recipes and party ideas, YUM Food & Fun for Kids is a magazine both parents and
children will love!

ZAMOOF!

A vibrantly fun & interactive publication with lots of hands-on activities! It encourages reading & creativity, &
empowers youth in making safe & healthy choices. Packed with your submissions, comics, puzzles, games, &
more. Ages 7-12.

ZESTY MEATS

Looking for new ideas to cook meat? Look no more. Learn how to braise, roast, stew or stir-fry beef, lamb, pork or
veal for sure-to-please midweek or special occasion meals that offer great satisfying recipes for the whole family.

ZOOBIES

Zoobies magazine, new for children 0-2 from Zoobooks. Each issue introduces a wild animal with lift-the-flap
surprises, beautiful photography and illustrations, and mind-building concepts like colors, shapes, sizes, numbers
and more.

ZOOBOOKS

Zoobooks is a guide to the most fascinating animals, birds, reptiles & insects. Zoobooks magazine includes
interactive activity pages & diagrams that allow children an up close & personal glimpse into the world's most
amazing creatures.

ZOOTLES

Zootles magazine is written for preschoolers. Each issue of Zootles magazine includes wildlife photos, stories,
activities and puzzles and animal facts to feed young minds and imaginations.

